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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ER
*1.00 A YEAR. IIOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1889. VOLUME XIX. NO. 50.
Great Sale off:40[111.1s
MONDAY, JUNE 3, 1889,
We will place on sale 150 pieces fine Silk Finish Prints in New and
Lovely Da3igns at the wonderful pric3 of 6 cents a yard, sold evary-
where for 8 1-3 cents. These goods are not 'Job Lots" or old patterns,
but new designs ani new colorings fresh from the mill. The very
Pick of the Pick Don't fail t3 s)cure a pittern See our windows for
display of a few ofzhe many patterns.
Bassett & Co.
P. S --Iii order to give all our customers an
opportunity at this great offering we will sell not
more than two patterns to a customer.
INDUCEMENTS
NO OLD GOODS.
LATE STY.a'nERASiffiaPR,  ICES
1111PWE OFFER INDUCEMENTS!
To you to come and trade, but not in OLD STYLES and SHELF-WORN GOODS, its
we can afford to sell you a NICE SLIT at the SAME PRICES our competitors ask forgoods they have had on hand for yisirs. Our new stock is all bright, clean and fresh,
and consists wholly of
-LATEST AM 1ST POPULAR STYLES!
At prices which you cannot resist. No experienced and judicious buyer can escape suchtemptations. If the best is good enough for you, come and get it at rock-bottom prices.
leo &Boys' Cloilthig
MADE TO ORDFR
For $13.25 and Up
Prices that you haVe to pay for ready -VC1)1111/
made clothing at other places.
Siiit
That we have heretofore sebl
for VA
We are now selling
r
That are advertised sus being great
bargains; for $12 to $14,
We are now selling
13  For *10
We Are Not Selling at Half Price!
But an examination of the quality we ate giving at the price one would think we aredoing more than that. We have cut Furnishing Goods to the bottom. Look at the Per-
cale Shirts we offer for 50c: Olt} cannot be duplicated in this town tor 50 per ct. more
money. Suspenders worth 25c for 13c. Seamless British Socks worth 25c at 12ic. $3Pants; a thousand samples to select from, and we guarantee a perfect fit. Call when inthe city; we will be glad to see you whether you want to buy or not.
• PYE, DICKEN & WALL.
I M._
V'. E. RAGSDALE. B. E.COOPER.
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
AtlitiPriR°P
TWACCO WAREHOUSE,
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY
Specie: attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERAL
ADVANCES made on consig-unienta.
W. E. Ragsdale, Salesman. dew-6m
T. C. HA:SUE:HT. M. F. SHRYER.
People's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE • KY,
21 4.ilreael. Illtroet. 3Bet. Tenth and. rlerireci.th.
Careful attention given to sampling and polling all teleteco emielgusel
us. Liberal- advances on tobacco In store. Good quarters for teams an
Meters. All $olb I'll 1f14 les l (141544 (Weir wire lustructed, dew.
f"
W. O. WHEELER. W. H. FAXON, Booe•iteeper. JOHN N. MILL
WHEELER, MILLS & co.,
Tiitco Wareionseillen, C01111111i011 !adonis and Grain Dealera
SEVENTH AND R. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal Advances on Consignment". All T01,41.1.40 Sent us Covered by insuran
daw-isso
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ortier Virginia and Eighth streets
Keepss a line of horses and
voldeler, also proprieter
CITY TRANSFER LINE.
Carriagt:14, taiga, and transfer wagon
MORT ALL TRAINS.
Passengers and baggage carried to
and from all trains to
ANY PART OF THE CITY.
Leave orders at stable. Telephone
6.
Pimples to Scrofula. SWEPT
A Positiie Cure fir Fiery Skin, Scalp,
A ud Blued 11bsease Except
ichthysede.
Pse'lasIs s pars Head, arms, aatl
breast at solid arab Ilse% r veered
Ills sores. Best &scion, and
medicines fail. Cared by Cancers
Remedies at a cost of $3.75.
I tent uui,i the CUTIet' itA mom sus as With
Iii,' best results. I used Iwo better or the
CUTIc I: it A It ka..1.1* kW?, Mine terses of C VTI•
CU RA, /1114i me cake of C Elite E 14 A 14f I% and
mei cured of a terrible sk I u and vealp diseaseknow it as psoriasis. I 1.4441 It for eight )ears
It would get better arid WI,rik• at times. 14ofti. -
time* illy bead wont,' be a solid scab, unit
'us1111 at the time I began' the nee of the 1•I'TI-
l'IC A iti,simotas. My arms wt•rt• rot
Ith peaba from my 4.1bows to shoulders, my
lorenst was 11,11110•1 one %Oita WM/. U1141 Illyback miser...I with sons varying in •Ite fromis penny to a 41411111r. I had doctored with all
the best doctors atilt no n-llet. and used
many different medicines without elteet. My
came was hereditary. and, I began to think,
Incurable, but it began to heal (non the first
applivation of Olt lcura.
Amen nessri.L.
Deshler, Ohio.
Okla Disease 6 Tears Cared
I ant thankful to say that I have used thelithium R, no-db. for about eight wrontio.
a it I. great stieeess, slid eemiitier myetilf
In.1) eured of rail rheum. fnmi whleh I has
suffered for sit yews. litrirxl a itundwr
medicines and two 01 the twat doctor/. In tile
country, but found malting that would "noel
a in iv until I used your relinslik.s.
The Werst Case of Scrotal* Cored.
We have been selling your Cutieura Reme-dies for years, and have the first 4-4.4.iplaintyet to receive from a purehaser. I me of the
worm caws or scroruhs rever law was r redby t hawse of flee teased rer cute-era RosuIv-
cult. tenet% anti 1'11fIctira Rost).
TA'. is A tAl Loll, DIVIO/Ists,
Frankfort, Hue.
Caticars Remedies
Cure every species or agonizing.
Itching, burning, scaly. 1111ti
of the skin, w-alp, and blood, with loss ofheir, from pimples to scrofula, except possi-bly klithyoals.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cut km ra. larliSoap,
.r.e; ite1111IVO/11, $1. Prepared by the ifs.tter
1=ted Cbemicsi coeporatiiin. Heston.Send (wallow
 to curs Skin Dimerusea.”141111usl rations, utid IOU testimonials
PIMr.V;;14,;,161,,r,!‘.1rir,t,;,7*(„:;„';:`,.1"f,';'`;!TN:
corn Soap.
1 Weak, Painful Backs,Kidney out Urine Pains andi.Veak nesse., relieved in one min-ute ID theCugt  aOMemdfLaposse.e, the rat n mil) pain-killing plastur New, i ii.tantaina aim, infalli-ble. 2.1 cents.a
pAST ALL PRECEDENT!Over Two Million Distributed.
L.S.L.
L011111i112 State Lottery Coinp'y.
ncorts,rated by .the Isigialature Ii Delt4, for
Eduriat I and 4. heritable purposes, end itsfranchise made a part of the present State
1.411110lintion, ill MO, by an overwhelmingpopular vote.
M M MOTH DRAWINGS take placeSemt-Annually (Jtthe and I tecendwr, andits GRAND SINGLE NI'll HER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of theother ten
Inonth. of the year. and are :indrawn Inpublic, at the At talents of Music,New Or-leens, La.
"Vie do hereby certify that we superviae the
arnstigentents for 4411 the 
 hly /4114I Semi-
.ts motel 1 irawl ton • ,(The fietisittnit State 1,..t-tery 'onipan) in pensiott manage 144.41
noritn.1 the ISra wings Itteinisr•Iv4-s. :Ind that
the same ii Ft eon.ltacttal with 1 -sty, fair-
ness, mat in good faith towani all parties, and
we ant h4.rize the C party to Use thiS certifi-
cate. with hie-sinlileit our sigturtures at-
tached in its ativertisentetits."
_
Commissioners.
e
We the undersigned Banks Rini Bankers
will pay all Prise. drawn In The LouisianaState Lotteries which may be presieuted at
One eoUllleeS.
R. N. WALOSI.INV, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.I'tIRRk I.Asata, State Nat'l Bk.A. BALDWIN, I'm+. New Orleans Nat'l Ilk.
CAUL KO/IN, Pers. Union Nat I. 41.-41 Bank.
Mammoth Drawing
At the Academy of Musk. New 4 brieaUs,
Tuesday June lath, Niel,
CAPITAL PRIZE, $600,000.
1410,11111U Ticket. at $-10' Halves g311: titiarters $10;
Eight lial $.1; twentieths r2: For-
tieths II.
LIST Ole
I PRIZE OE $0110.000 is  StO)JOO
" or 21.10.005) is.211),ono
I " of 100,010n lii 
 14104001 " of woe is 
 50,010u2 PRIZES 4.f 'ALMS' are 
 
441,1410
141,44.111 are 
 
5e,tse
ill of 5.1.110 are 
 :sone
" of 2.411M are 
 :41155)
WU .4 11( sain are 
 
144.(114
2410 of fall are .. . EA1)11111.0
:1411) Or WU are 
ilk Prizes"( 41,1140 are . ...... 1140 400
Ill are .... 141 INS)
tWi" Sal arc . , 4U WO
TWO NI:MI.11En
LOIS l'rizes of 13si are 
 $3419.4100
--3,144 Prin.. ting to ...... r2.1M44001.1
AGENTS WANTED.
ter-1.4it Ci.tn 1ZAt Fa, or any further in-formation de.ired, write leglb.y to the under-
signed, clearly panting )our real.lcitee, withState, Ciallity, !affect riled Numla-r. M4 .re
enpiti return Milli deliver) will 1(5511 east bsyour rticlowing 511 1-:ti‘e1.11.• hetlehle .1our furl
addreas.
IMPORTANT.
Addrees .M. A.
New oilcans. In.,
or M. A. ‘CPION
Wrodiington, D. C.
/4) 444 nory letter, contabling Moue). 1 Inio
101/4114,1 all Ex trial cornpanien, NI."' York
EN4.141111:Z... Draft 4.r Poeta! Noir. We pa)
Charge- out:Uri-rue) meat to Its by rarpre... In
suni. of $lor more.
An1)1:11NOS REGISTEICKIl LETTKItS C ONTAI 5.
15'. INIONENI'r
NEW ()ELEANs NAT1oNAI, BANK,
New enlentis,
"RENIEMIllt. that the pavnient of PrizesI. lir A RA ',TEE!, ity FoCit N ATIDNAI,
B.% N ES of New f and t beTieket • are
signed by the President of all 111,41ilif
11.....eliartered rights are et...fruited in Iii.highest Courts; therefore, twwateof all imita-
tions or anonymous iseheines."
i(NE DOLLAR is the price or th, ethalketpart or fraction oil Ticket issi12.11 Be us
ill /WV Dram Mg. A ns thing in our name of-(erred for iess t iinll U 1 Nil Ia r hi. a swindle.
CI" 'RtiPofI IC;
?tat' AO-
'Si
Combines the juice of the Blue Figs of
California, so laxative and nutritious,
with the medicinal virtues of plants
known to be most beneficial to the
human system, forming the ONLY PER-
FECT REMEDY to act gently yet
promptly on the
KIDNEYS, LITER AND BOWELS
—AND TO—
Cleamitti System Effectually,
PURE BLOOD.
RRORESHINQ St-SEP,
HEALTH and STRENGTH
Naturally follow, Every one is using it
and all are delighted with it. Ask your
druggist for SYRUP OF FIGS. Manu-
factured only by the
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.,
1•11 F11/1/14.1s(0, CAL
II/Aavisua )lawYiss,X.1.
111,171111114/.6.-
•
Ne
1171,40.: .• Ammi
etrArAb
Aglib:ViWr '0444
jP7\i
. Ph‘ •
25011.,,.- I to es* •
4
H. II. GARNER, Agent.
0 DEATH.
Terrible Lots of Life in
PemiNylvanin.
ANYIVIIERE BETWEEN 5.000 AND
5,000 DROWNED.
Frightfal licence in the Flood-Iktvas-
tated Tows ill t he Valle) ,of
the l'eneinaugli.
Famine threetenlOff the On Irl•1111ff U1111
MAke
Work or Human Ghouls.
Delany, Pa., June 1.—The moot
terrible disaster known in the histo-
ry of this country occurred in the
Conemaugh Valley yesterday after-
nrxm. Situated about two and a half
miles northeast of.-Johnstown, and
some 300 feet above it, being in the
mountains, was a +alert itt water for-
merly known as Conemaugh lake.
It is about three and a half mike long
and from a mile to a mile mid a half
In width, and, in some places, it is
100 feet in depth. It holds more
water than any other reservoir, natu-
ral or artificial, in the United States.
The lake has been quadrupled in size
by nrtificial means, and was held in
check by a dam 1,0(Xl feet wide. It is
90 feet In thiekness at the base, and
the height is 110 feet. The top hail a
breadth of over twenty feet.
The steady rains of the past two
days, in addition to those in the earli-
er part of the week, so swelled the
mountain streams emptying Into this
lake, diet it forced the walls and
turned the great volume of waters
loose upon the valley below.
The disaster overtook Johnstown
at about 6 o'clock yesterday evening,
and in a short time the whole town
was submerged, the roofs of but two
houses being visible.
As the train bearing the special
correspondence tped eastward, the
reports at each stop grew more ap-
palling. Down through the Pack-
middle
CAME THE KIWI 1VATERS.
The wooded heights of the Alleghe-
uies looked down in solemn wonder
at the scene of the moat terrible des-
truction that ever struck the roman-
tic valley of the Conemaugh. The
waters were rising when the man
left at 0 o'clock at the rate of five
feet an hour. Clinging to impro-
vised rafts constructed in the death
struggle from floating boards anti
timbers, were agonized men, women
and children, their
HEARTRENDING SHRIEKS FOR HELP
striking horror to the breasts of the
on-lookers. With pallid cheek and
hair elinging wet and damp to her
cheeks a mother was seen grasping a
floating timber, while with her other
arm she held her babe.
The special trains pulled into Boli-
var at 11:30, and train men were
there notified that further progress
was impossible.
THE GREATEST EXCITEMENT
prevailed at this place, and parties of
citizens are out endeavoring to save
the poor unfortunates who are being
hurled to eternity on the rushing tor-
rent. The tidal wave struck Bolivar
just after dark and In five minutes
the Conetnaugh rose from six to
forty feet and the water spread out
over the whole country. Soon housss
began floating down, and clIng:ng to
the debris were men, women and
children ehriking for aid.
FAITIIKATI•N ulto THE IA Ma.
Conservative People Think the Num-
ber ot Heat hot Will Reach 0,000.
Perrsereti, PA., June 2.—The sit:
uation at Johnstown, Pa., grows
worse as fuller particulars are being
rteeived in this city. 'Yesterday
morning it was report41 that 3,0110
people were loot in the flood. Iii the
afternoon this number increased to
6,000 and at this writing 2:30 p. no—
dispatches place the number of
drowned at 10,000. It is the most
frightful destruction of life that has
ever been known in this state and
pogisibly in the l'uited States. All
last night and to-day huteiresle of
Pittsburg reporters and citizens who
had friends in the devastated town
endeavored to reach the Keene of de-
structiou, but the awful water* pre-
vented. Railroads eould only reach
Sang Hollow, four miles from Johns-
town, and the only way to get into
Johnstowu is by skiff. This has but
just been aceomplielted by the van-
guard of the representatives of the
prem.. The reporta they have isent go
to confirm the first awful intelligence.
It is stated that already a large gang
of
THIEVES AND V A MPIRES
have des.-.'tided in snit near the place.
Their presumed purpose Is to rob the
dead and ransack the demolished
buildings. The Tenth Regiment of
the Pennsylvania National Guards
has been ordered out to protect prop-
erty. A telegram from Bolivar says:
LosRport did not suffer touch', but
sixty-five families, were turned out of
homes. The school at that plaer is
filled with mothers; fathers, daugh-
ters, and children. The most miracu-
lous part about the people who
reached Bolivar alive was how they
passed through the fails halfway
between Lockport and Bolivar. The
seething waters rushed through that
barrier of rock with a nolee
drowned that of all the passing trains.
Heavy trees were whirled high in the
air out of the water, heel houses
which peached there whole were
dashed to *Outer's against the rocks.
A tesAttli FULL tit, eEtieLE 1.10,WNEli
A digpatelt from Greensburg, just
received, says: The day express
which left Pittsburg at Is o'clock Fri-
day morning WWI lying at Johnetoi.vn
at the time the awful rush of water
came (141w ii the mountains. We have
been informed hy one who was there
that the eoach next to, the baggage
car was struck by the raging 11 I,
and with Its Immo' freight cut itmeie
front the resit of the train end carried
down the otressui. All on board, it le
feared, have perished. I if the pug.
sengers who were left on the track,
fifteen or more, endeevored to dee to
the nattilltalur, were caught It is
thought by the flood-tide, and like-
wire carried to destruction. Samuel
Bell, of Latrobe, is conduetot on the
train and he describes the Peelle as
the most appalling and heartrending
he ever witnessed.
I WORK I NO U1' A LIST Or DEAD.There will be a committee ap-
pointed to-day to deliver all inermager
Ill Johnstown, and to aarertain and
make a report of all {serpents dead and
living so that the inquiries of Mewls
may be answered. The rumor rel-
tive to ordering out the Tenth Regi-
ment N. IL, appear to have been an
error, and possibly originated front
the fact that Adjutant-General Hest-
tines had arrived on the ground yes-
terday afternoon, and after looking
over the ground, telegraphed Col.
Sam Hill that the loss would be from
eight thousand to ten thousand souls,
and directed him to at once order
2,000 coftinS.
Slowly Heins Hennaed.
Perrsitt. int, Pa., June 2.— As tinie
goeps by the awful horror that visited
ill-fated Johnstown is slowly bring
real i zed . At 6:30 p. ni. on Friday',
those who had not heeded the warn-
ing given that the artificial lake on
Stoney creek was in an unsafe condi-
tion, suddenly found themselves en-
gulfed In a roaring, resistless torrent
of water. The full extent of the ca-
lanaity'will probably never be known,
as many families, and even entire
sections of the doomed city, were
swept front existence. Within as
many moments as it takes to tell it
that busy City of 14,111 people was
literally washed front the face of the
earth. Nothing remains of it now
save dismantled walls and a tunas of
wave-swept debris.
The villages' of South Fork, Cone-
maugh, Mineral Point, Woodvale,
Cambria and others in the valley of
the Conemaugh river are also In ruins
anti have added their quota to the list
of the dead.
SCENES AT JOHNSTOWN.
1.111.0e1UIDAICS Milt* led to DICIlt I. Al-
most in an !natant.
Joliss.rowN, Pa., June 2.—The wa-
ters which overwhelmed the tewu
carrying death to hundreds and mis-
ery to thousands, are subsiding rapid-
ly, but as yet It is impossible to ob-
tain anything like exact information
concerning the extent of the disaster
that has visited this city and the dis-
trict surrounding. It is no exaggera-
tion to say that there are mourners in
every family. Thousands are parsing:
It is certain that hundreds have been
lost and while many of those who are
DOW missing and who are mourned as
dead have doubtless been saved, the
final death roll will, beyond doubt, be
of appalling length. It is impossible
to describe briefly the suddenness
with which the disaster came.
A %V.kftNING SOUND
was heard at Conemaugh a few min-
utes before the rush of waters eame,
but it was attributed to some meteor-
ological disturbance and no trouble
was borrowed because of the thing un-
stern. As the low rumbling noise in-
creased in volume, however, aud
canoe nearer a suspicion of danger be-
gan to force itself upon the bravest,
which was increased to a certainty a
few minutes later, when with a rush
the mighty stream spread out in
width, and then there was no time to
do anything to 'save themselves.
Many of the unfortunates were
whirled into the midst of the 'dream
before they could turn around. Men,
women and children were
STRUGGLING IN THE STREAM
and it is thought that many of thetn
never reached Johnstown, may smile
or two below. At Johnstown a Simi-
lar scene was enacted, only in a much
larger scale, as the population is
greater and the sweeping whirlpool
rushed into a denser mass of human-
ity. The imagination of the reader
can better depict the spectacle than
the pen of the writer can give it. It
was twilight of terror, and the gath-
ering shade of evening closed in on a
panorama of horrors that has few par-
alells in the history of casualties.
Rescue—even the thought of such a
thing—was marines*, and the agony
of the struggling, drowning victims
found its responae in the bosoms of
those who stood wringing their hands
iS HELPLESS HORROR
in view of their friends. Now and
then the waters would wash against
one side of the mountain and then to
the other, carry with them their hu-
man freight, and this diversion en-
abled those on the banks to rescue
malty. It will be found that on this
aceount many will be returned to
their homes and friends who are now
accounted Iota. The list of dead Is
therefore a matter of conjecture and
will not lie definitely known before to-
morrow. Searchers are out every-
where from Johnstown to Blairville.
‘NoTHER
1,:-.0to trimmen Swept Away and
5,4)00 People Loot.
Jon NSToWN, PA., June 3.—The
'situation here hats not changed and
yesterday's estimates el the loss of
life do not seem to he exaggerated.
Six hundred bodies+ are now lying in
Johnstown, and a large number have
already been hurled. To say that
Johnstown ha pi wreck is but 'stating
the' feet* of the elute. Nothing like it
has ever been seen in this country.
Where long rows( of dwelling Meisel.
and business Meeks stood forty-eight
hours .ago, ruin and thesolation now
reign supreme. Probnbly 1,5011 houses
have been swept front the faee of the
earth as eompletely as If they had
never been erected. Main street,
from end to end, le piled fifteen Rtill
twenty feet high with debris, and in
Koine instaneem it is as high as the
roofs of the 'toupees. 'The loss of life
is Mtn ply dreadful. The nicest eon-
piervutive peoplt• declare that the
number will reach 5,000. 'The streets
have been full of men earrying bod-
ies to various places, where they
await identitleation tide morning and
the work has only begun. Every
hour sir so the twarehers find bodiem
buried in the mud and wreckage. It
is believed that when the names are
extinguished in the wreckage at the
bridge, and the same is removed that
hundreds (4 victims+ will be (Recov-
ered, lit fact this seeing certain, as
dozens of bodies have already been
found on the outskirts of the huge
IllaMal of broken timber.
Repeats from outside points are
also appalling. t'p to 9 o'clock to-
night 150 bodies had been embalmed
at Nineveh, and there hi a report that
200 more have been discovered half
buried in the mud on an island be-
tween New Florence and the place
named. At the fourth at ard school-
house neer it* %lett me have been
laid out for identification. In ninny
etioses they hey). beet* retnei1t14444
while lit many more the altilis bear
the Philpir wgrd, iiaakauwirs,
MOVEN TOIIKOPERATIoN.
The People Starving Poe Food--elitils
firer' crying With Cold.
Jon NMTIlW N, J11110 3.-11111114er Is
driving the people to desperation.
The scenes at supper time last night
were heartrending. Provisions had
been sent in by the people of 10ttes
burg and the crowd surrounded the
freight cars that had been fitted up to
feed the huugry and shouted for
bread. At first those in charge
tossed the provisions lute) the crowd
anti an awful scramble followed.
Children were trampled under foot,
and women were unable to get food
though they need it the worst. Finally
the Allegheny and Pittsburg pollee
stopped the throwing of food,
and forced the crowd to pass its
single tile before the car doors. Then
there was no more trouble, though
little children were
CRYING FOR BREAD.
"Where's that child without stock
lugs," called a committeeman front
a car filled with clothing. There
were a dozen shivering little girls in
sight and as many were 1.1othed ti
protect them trent the air. It Is very
cold here to-night. Many a poor
woman and her children are suffer-
log. It Is estimated that Council-
man Janos+ Williams and undertaker
Met'ull washed and prepared 250
bodies yesterday. The remains at
Morellville are still in the vacant lot.
Many have been phteed in coffins
and hauled to hill tops near the cem-
eteries.
Sixteen corpse Robbers.
C.144:1N.A714.,./ 
-
rbui Johnstown says: Sheriff Di
and posse drove 'seven Hungarians,
who were robbing corpses, into the
river this morning. All were
drowned. Sixteen corpse robbers
have been killed so far.
A CoNSTITUTIoNAL CONVENTION.
In reply to a letter from the Win-
chester Democrat asking his opinion
as to the necessity of calling a con-
stitutional convention, lion. Jas. A.
McKenzie replied in the affirmative,
giving the following as his reagents:
"1st. The present constitution of
Kentucky needs adjustment to the
national constitution,
"2d. Counties and munieipalities
should be prevented by the organiclaw from incurring indebtedness for
Internal improvement purposes.
"ad. Asset/more of property for pur-poses of taxation 'should be made in-
eligible to re-election.
"-Rh. A board of pardons shouldbe created.
"501. Special legislation should be
prevented, etc."
Some of these reasons are very
good That the pn•sent constitution
needs revision there are few to deny,
but that revision should be made
with the uttnost care for the future.
The second reason, we cannot en-
dorse, though we readily agree Nutt
there is room for an houest difference
of opinion on the subject. Over a
year ago the New ERA in a lengthy
article referred to the mooseity of a
board of pardons, giving many
reasons therefor, ooneequently we
endorse the gentleman's views on
that point. As to special legishotion,
there is nothing so detrimental to
good government and there are few
but are in thorough aceord with his
sentiments en this question.
EP•66•
The transition from long, linger-
painful /sickness to robust
health makes an epoch in the life of
the individual. Such a remarkable
event is treasured in the memory and
the agency whereby the good health
has been attained is gratefully bleesed.
Hence it is tnat so much is heard in
praise of Electric Bitters. So many
feel they owe their reetoration to
health to the use of the great alteroa-
five and tonic. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kidney, Liver or
Stomach, of long or short standing
you will surely find relief by the use
of Electric Bitters. Sold at 80 cents
and $1 per bottle at H. B. Oarilltr's
City Pharmacy.
Concord Ripples.
Mr. Charles Johnson, of Mayfield,
has returned home after u visit of
two weeks to friends in this county.
Rev. W. II. David, of Mississippi,
preached at Concord Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Lamb filled Isis appoiut-
went at Union Chapel Sunday. A
large crowd was in attendance.
Mrs. Ezra West, of Kirkmanaville,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. F.41. Davis,
who is dangerously ill and who is not
expected to live.
Mr. George Meaeham, of Kelly,
has rt•turned !loan. from Glasgow,
where he has been attending echoed.
Mr. Thomas J. Ryan, of the Pou
neighborhood, is said to be improving
and his friends entertain hopes of
his recovery.
Mrs. James D. Lacy is very sick
with erysipelas.
The voters of our district met Sat-
urday and elected W. C. Davis for
14Ch001 t master.
Next:Saturday and Sunday the sev-
enth and eighth circles of Bethel As-
sociation will meet at Concord.
Everybody should turn out with well
tilled baskets. Flossy.
Rutty's letter.
A letter from Mr. J. W. Ruby, Un-
ion City, had., says: "I have lewd
"your Clarke's F:xtraet of Flax ( Pa-
"pillion) Cough Cure and full it a
"complete cure for deep seated eold.
"it hits done more than two 01 our
"most skillful physicians. My chil-
"(ken had the at hooping cough end
"with the aid of your Cough Cure,
"they had it very light eompared
"with neighbors' children who did not
"teke it. I believe it to be the best
"cough eure in the market." Se it is.
A large bottle only 51.00.
Clarke's Flax Soap for the Skin.
It leads them all. Price 25 cents.
Cough Cure awl Soup for sale by
It. tiaruer.
It Doesn't Always Eit.
The carefully prepared introduc-
tion to decoration aud fourth of July
orations does not always tit like it
ought to do. For iustance Col. A.
M. Swope in the face of a rain storm
introduced Isis Nashville speech as
follows:
Ladies and ( ientlemen :—Amidst
the bright sumrhiue, the perfume of
sweet flowers MO tie- balmy breeze's
of this glorious May day, we have
'come eller.. beard the tender ring -dove'.
nioati
And the ceaseless sighing of the w a ousal
willow;
Wrier, golden (Into bedeck the mossy stone,
And emerald turf affords a tragraill
m
BuekIeus Aeolva Salve.
The beet salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Uleere, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands,
Clillblaine, Cornet aid all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pi lessor no
pay required. It is guaranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Prieto g5 cents per box.
For wale by Harry B. Inviter.
Edward J. Gay, of the
Auger king of the mouth, Is (1190. Ile
was interveted In eighteen sugar
plantations, awl was worth $12,909,-
00u.
TAKE IT IN TIME.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a Pilioe, a lionise was
lost: for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never iteglect Milian things.
The first signs of pneumonia anti
consumption eau positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Beznedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. earner, druggist.
OFT AT THE PARK.
A Fair Crowd Attends the Rates De-
.
spite Threatening Weather.
The Track Not so Heavy as Expected
—The Program Carried out
in Full.
Ling-unit,
flu illtt,
IRrsineo,
FIRST RACE.
1 Jim Gray,
SF,COND RACE.
- 1 Parnell, 2
THIRD RACE.
- • 1 Pompey, - 2
The disappointment occasioned
by the postponement of Thum-
day's program was severe and it
waa evident at an early hour in the
forAioon 'het many would
risk the weather rather than miss
the sport promised for Friday.
The bulletin boards announced that
the races would commence promptly
at 1:30, bat before that time fully SOO
people had assembled on the grounds
ha the grand eland IIMpfievof
the threatening aspect of the weath-
er. Even the fair sex turned out ill
large numbers to witness the excit-
ing sweep of the fleet racers around
the graceful curves and down the
stretch. Although the attendance
might have been larger there was no
deficiency of enthusiasm, the strong,
tool, bracing breeze, the jockeys
in their gay colors, the ladies
laughter and the occasional flash-
es of sunshine blending nature
and art in an union dleasant and
agreeable.
'lime track was not so heavy as
might have been expected. A mtrong
wind and a little sunshine had par-
tially remedied the result of the re-
cent rains. The time was remarka-
bly good as will be seen front the
summaries below. In order
to carry out the entire pro-
gram of the meeting and
work in those features which were
postponed from Thursday, it was
necessary to put three running races
on the official program yesterday.
The first event was a running race,
one mile slash, fora purse of $100, $21)
to second, all ages. The tap of the
bell brought the followiug entries be-
fore the graud stand:
It. H Whittenburg. On. G. I. Linguist.
J. A. Bland's, B. 0, 2. P pey.
4'. It. Killers, dir. G. Jim Gray.
The trio were sent off together
with Linguist at the pull; around
the first turn they swept together.
Linguist soon took the lead and kept
it to the upper turn when Pompey be-
gan to close up on him, but Linguist
drew away once more and at the
three-quarter pole the position was
unchanged. Down the home stretch
there was a general closing up and
nearing the wire Linguist and Jim
Gray were running neck and neck,
with both under punishment. They
passed under the wire with Linguist
barely a nose ahead, Jim Gray sec-
ond, Pompey a length and a half be-
hind. Time, 1:57.
The second race was a four furlong
dash for all ages, weight for age, puree
5i5, of which $15 to second The en-
tries were:
J. A. Bland'., It. G. Parnell
Jno, LIkriliN•erS, B. C. Torn Tinker.
C. H. Sellers's. B U. Geo, Bullite
With a good start the three beautiful
bays were tent from the wire in a
bunch. Bullitt goon drew away
and held his position around
lower turn when Parnell began to
pull up and lapped him at the upper
turn. !emu the homestretch
George Bullitt put a length
between himself aud Parnell and
passed under the string an easy win-
ner in 55 seconds. Parnell secoud,
Toni Tinker a bad third. The latter
wets hardly in the rates from the start.
Third race, six furlong (hush, all
ages, weight for ages, purse $ 100, of
whirls $ 25 to the second. Two fast
flyers reeponded to the bell-tap to
contest for this handsome purse:
C. H. Seller'. C. G.; Borneo, Joe, V DO*,
J. A. Bland's It, G., Pompey A rtItur Shields
Irene was scratched before the
start. Her owner desired to save her
for the Novelty to-morrow. This left
the Mee between Romeo ontl Pompey.
The former sold for favorite by large
odds( at the [soot rooms.
Tido race is easily told. Romeo
ook the lead at the start and held it
o the tinkle winning the race easily
by four lengths in 1:26.
SATL'Itil/AleS RACES.
A large Crowd Present and Good
Sport Enjoy ed.
it ItsT RACE.
Ilia Ili, t. I Tinker,
SECOND RACE.
Cleveland. - 1 Mollie,
GREEN TRierrING KAcE.
Morris k, 1 Claude Carter, 2
THIRD RACE.
Irene. - 1 Home°, -
Vehicles of every desteription bear-
ing the country delegation's began to
come in front every direction. Many
farmers who hell never attended
former meetings came in with their
families; to witness the rat-es and
manifested the liveliest interest in
the program and in the success of
the meeting. The ladies appreciat-
ing the many courtesies which have
been extended them by the directory
turned out in large numbers to lend
their approval to the institution, to
grace the occasion with their pres-
ence, and to mingle their beauty
with the sunehiust and general good
will that prevailed. Every available
vehicle was pressed into service to
carry the crowd to the park. Front
10 a. 111. until 2 in the afternoon the
river (if wheels continued to roll, and
te is estimated that 1,109 people
were upon the grounds to witness the
afternoon's program.
The track was perfect. A stiff
breeze last night and a strong
sun this morning hail driven the
moisture from the surface with but
little artificial till.
THE FIRST RAce.
The first event on the official pro-
gram for the evening wast a running
race, half mile heat's, best 2 in 3, for
all age's, for a purse of 5100, of which
$25 to second horse. The books closed
yesterday aftt•ritrxm with the follow-
iligi 41:11trit'Zi:1.. witenbenot. (i. Lingual.
.1. A. IlistinEs, Ii. 41, Ponape).
John Lambert's, II. C. T  Tiniscr,
si. setters', It. 0, (leo, mono.
litillitt sold for a big favorite at the
poel rooms last night, his Nplentliti
perfornium•e of yertordey being fresh
in the minds of the letters. "hey
were seta oft' together with lieu.
ItullItt in the lead. Ile kept this posi-
tion around the entire eouree and
came under the striug a winner at
the Arid heat by one length in
Toni Tinker second, Linguist ;:rd,
Pompey a bad fourth. Every horse
came in under punishment. Tom
Tinker gained rapidly down the
stretch and with another hundred
yards would have won the heat.
The second heat was virtually a rep-
etition of the first. Bullitt took the
lead at the start and held it in spited
Tom Tinker's noble effort down
stretch to lap and past) him.
cameender the string with Tinker
13ullitt's saddle skirts. Time 513..
A foul was (4,aisussi by Tinker's jock-
ey but was not allowed by the judges.
IIK4UOND RACK.
3 minute trot, three in five, purse
5100, $25 to second.
I'. IL MdNaney's B. Si. Mollie Mack. W1N‘
W. E. Rainda'r's B. S. Cleveland.
They were sent off to a good star
with Mollie in the .lead at the first
turn. Cleveland lapped and passed
her at the uptr turn and Mollie
went Into the r. Mollie never re-
gained the ground lost and Cleveland
cetue in an easy winner of the first
heat In 8:41b.
The rest is easily told. Cleveland
led almost from the start and won
the heat In 'something leas than fly*
minutes.
(SHEEN TkoTTING Race.
The green trotting trace between 3
year olds driven by their owners was
Dot on the oftleisJ'programe. The
illMationinamaisnarairs.
H. Callise's B. Si ILmea Z.
1 laude Caeter's B. 4.. In, Vi,
Jas. Medley's n. C. Horns K.
The purse was for $5, of which $10
to second horse. The amateur jock-
eys were cheered by their friends as
they paraded before the grand stand.
An eight day clock was used to time
them. The race was mile heats, best
two in three. Medley's mare took
the lead seen after the start, Holland
followed three lengths behind, Car
ter third. Holland passed Carter at
the upper turn, but his mare went
up and lost the place. Medley kept
the lead and won easily in 8:39, Car-
ter second, Holfant! third. Coffee
was hardly in the race front the start
to the finish,
The (second heat was won by Med-
ly'a mare with ll ease. The start
was very poor and occasioned consid-
erable comment. Holland and ColThe
waited for the drum taps which never
came. They drew up and were vir-
tually throw' out.
THIRD RACE.
The event of the day was the nov-
elty running race for all ages, 1 mile,
$Z to winner of each quarter. AU
interest was centered on this event
and everyone knew that it would be
a race from the tap of the drum to
the finish. The novel nature of the
puree was calculated to incite a
jockey to bring out everything that
was in his animal. The entries
closed yesterday as follows:
J. A. Bland's, B. G. Parnell
C. H. Kellen,' B. ti Bonin).
John Lamiveres, Ch. Si. Irene
C. H. lielh•ra,' Cir. 6, J int Gray.
Irene sold for favorite throughout
notwithstanding the field contained
two winueris.
Linguist was scratched before the
bell tapped for the starters. There
were tent off after considerable delay
with Parnell in the lead. Pe kept it
until nearing the first quarter when
Irene pulled out from the bunch drew
up and lapped him. He was passed
by the little chestnut mare who had
everything her own way from the
first quarter to the finish. They came
down the ttornie-- -ateetch with
every animal under
iishment except the mare who
kept the lead with ease, her jockey
never touching her with the whip.
She passed under the string fully
two lengths :ahead of Romeo, win,
ning the race easily in 1:4714. Jim
Gray third, Parnell distanced.
A Safe, Investment.
Is one which is' guaranteed to bring
you satisfactory results, or in case of
failure a return of purchase price.
On this safe plan you can buy from
our advertised Druggist a bottle of
Dr. King's New ,Discovery for Con-
sumption. It isieuaranteed to bring
relief in every cane, when used for any
affection of Throat, Lungs or Chest,
such as Consumption, intlantation of
Lungs, Bronchitis, Asthma, Whoop-
ing Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is
pleasant and agreable to taste, per-
fectly safe, and ean always be de-
pended upon.
Trial bottles free at Harry B. Gar-
ner's City Pharmacy.
Iltefused Admittance.
'I.ARKSVILLE, TE-N N., June 1.—The
Wheel Alliance tobacco warehouse
made application to join the board
here, and at a meeting the applica-
tion was rejected by a vote of ten to
seven. The buyers present voted yeti,
while all the warehousemen voted
no. The warehousemen claim that
the %%heel Aliance people here matte
statements and publications damag-
thg to the trade here, hence the re-
jectiou.
TERRIBLE FOBEWARN15GS.
Cough in the morning, hurried of
diftleult breathing, raising phlt.gni,
tightness' in the chest, quickened
breath, iu the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the Vitt stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker'm English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful eymptonts, and is sold
under a positive guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
A Creamery.
J. O. Cushman-and 'Squire Janice
Clark, prominent citizens of this+
city, have purchased of Judge Win-
fret, the place between this city and
the asylum, consisting of 16 acres
and known as the Morris vineyard
fern), paying $92.5 for it, and will ea-
t abl isit upou it a creamery, inane-
thing that this city is badly in need
41f, and will no doebt patronize and
do all it can to render a success.
That Tired Feeling.
A 'filets nearly every one in the spring'.
The system having become aecus-
towed to the‘braring air of winter, is
weakened by the warm days of the
changing season, and readily yields
to attacks of disease. Hood's Sarsa-
parilla is just the medicine neeetel.
It tones and builds up every part of
the body, and also expells all impuri-
ties trent the blood. Try it this mea-
14011.
Ity a premature explosion of dyna-
mite near Whitesville, several turn
who were blasting in a railroad cut
were injured. A man named Mc-
Guire, was eoutpletely covered up.
but the quick work of the others un-
'mowed 111111 just lii time to rave lila
life.
••••
SHE Di "GRATEFUL"
"I staved the life of my little girl by
a prompt use of Dr. Acker'N English
liantedy for Consumption."—M
Wm. N'. HARRIMAN, New York
Sold by H. B. blamer, Druggist.
Mr. Ely Miveley celebrated his 75fTs
birth-day by a family dinner at his
residence 4 miles south of the city
to-day. A large n UM ber of ltiatrienda
were present.
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AN APPEAL.
This country has _never known such
_a diameter as that in the Conemeugh
vailey. Thousands upon thousands
have lost their lives, and millions
upon millions of dollars worth of
praperty has been destroyed. There
it not • home in all that valley, which
.contained 50,000 people, but has suf-
fered great loos. Added to all this
comes report. of the terrible condi-
tion of those fortunate enough to es-
cape with their lives. Homeless and
shelterless, they are wandering over
the rocky hills and muddy valleys,
eont meting diseases from which hun-
dreds will never recover. Hunger
and cold will do their work, tnd the
long death roll will be lengthened and
stretched until the new list will prob-
ably equal the old. From every point
comes the good news that the people
are rallying to their assistance.
Money, food and clothing are being
sillescribed for relief, but it will take
many millions of dollars to meet
the wants. The south, as is
always the case, is doing
her part nobly. Individuals
and corporations are coming forward
and offering what assistance is in
their power.
This hardship falls upon a class of
people unable to bear it with the for-
titude necessary to a favorable out-
come. The population was made up
of poor miners anti factory hands,
whose only means of existence was in
the mines now clamed and in the
factories now scattered to the winds.
,Their all is gone. Their condition
appeals to the sympathies of man-
kind, but, thank God, to a kind that
never fails to respond-to American
manhood.
Hopkineville should do her part in
this matter. The organizations should
each call for contributions from mem-
bers; pastors should ask aid from
their congregations; citizens all
should respond to the call.
THE Nashville American sharply
critieime Col. A. M. Swope's speech
at the decoration of the Federal
graved near that city yesterday. Col.
Awope seems to have devoted his re-
marks to showing that the right to
secede did not exist under the con-
stitution prior to the last amend-
ments. The American after thorough-
ly dissecting his arguments says that
he did not advanee a single argument
to justify the war for the suppression
of the rebellion which is not easily
refutable. :He would have done
better to have let the subject alone.
Secession is a thing of the past,
and the right of secession has
been taken away. The right
in cheerfully surrendered by
those who fought for it, and they
unite in and devotion
red union. But that the
right once existed will be the judg-
ment of history when it is impartially
written.
speech at the National Cemetery in
Memphis on Decor& ion day which
will give him a national reputation.
It was the boldest stand yet taken on Tha
the negro question by a public speak-
er, and all the more remarkable was
it because the audience was made up
almost entirely of negroes, 1,500 being
present. Maj. Eddingtou is a mem-
ber of the.O. A. R., a gallant union
soldier and a Republican, yet he, on
that occasion, took a position entire-
ly at variance with that held by men
of his class.
Referring to the enfranchisement
of the negro and his position in this
country he said:that there is an irre-
pressible conflict between white suf.
frage and negro suffrage. All dreams
of dividing the colored vote are
utopian. This vote is now and al-
ways will be a race vote. The negro
never can attain to that position of
superiority that will permit hie vote
to ever become anything but a race
vote. The enactment of negro suf-
frage was the great crime of the age.
The guardian angel of our unfortu-
nate country was sleeping when that
foul deed was done. Any Republican
who sincerely favors negro suffrage
is the misguided victim of a maudlin
philanthropy. Any Democrat who
favors it favors also the stealingtof
the ballot when it Is deposited.
The fairest portion of this land is
now being taken from the white man
and turned over to the enfranchised
slave. It is being turned over to the
negro race which has furnished no
just claims to it and given no aveur-
ance of its ability to govern it or
even to till the soil. The negro has
never been able to confer the bles-
sings of good government on its own
race in Africa or Hayti or elsewhere.
It can hardly be expected to govern
the Caucasian race wisely anti well.
The domination of the white race
by the blacks simply means white
slavery. The whites will never sub-
mit to it. The Anglo-American race
In the south has been familiar with
the chains of slavery for two centu-
ries or more, but they have never
worn those chains themselves and
never will
Tits appointment of Lewis E. Par-
sons as district attorney for the Mid-
dle and Northern district of Alabama,
hes aroused the colored leaders of the
south, who claim it is a direct insult
to them. Parsons is the man who or-
ganized the "White man's Republi-
can party" in Alabama, and this rec-
ognition by the president is very dis-
tasteful to the colored brothers, many
of whom are now in Washington pro-
testing. These worthy people should
not be hasty; the president has given
them four °Mee'.
THE New ERA more than a year
ago argued the necessity of building
a work house at the earliest possible
moment. It is something that has
long been needed and we congratulate
both the city and the county on the
wort done yesterday towards securing
the name. 'Squires Warfieid, Davie
and Myers have been appointed as a
eommittee to draw up the contract,
and we hope they will push matters
through.
THOMAS JEFFERSON Ohne said:
"The public will never be made to
believe that the appointment of a
relative is made on the ground of
merit alone, uninfluenced by family
views; nor can they ever see with
approbation °Mee*, the disposal of
which they intrust to their presi-
dents for public purposes, divided
out as family property."
ELSEWHERE we publish an article
regarding Hopkinsville, copied from
the New York Morning Journal. The
statements made in it about our city
are none of them exaggerated, and
fully indorse them. What the
says, the NNW ERA has
said, and will take occasion to
at every opportunity.
THE V iscom ptese Chandon de
Briallies gave a breakfast in Paris
yesterday In honor of Col. William
F. Cody. Boulanger, he of the Migh-
ty Lung, has been deposed, and in his
stead reigns Buffalo William, of the
long hair and keen eye.
-The world goes round and round,
Some go upend tonne go down."
We are going to send two of our in-
elficible war ships to Hayti. Their
mission is not exactly known, but it
Is suspected that they are instructed
by Secretary Blaine to tow the bloom-
ing iifiand over anti stick it to the
lower end of Florida with a postage
stamp.
A LAW was recently passed by the
Connecticutt legislature prohibiting
Its members from using railroad
passes. How many votes would a
measure of that sort receive in a
Kentucky assembly?
INDIANA has a new law which, if
thoroughly enforced, will accomplish
much good. It is one which pro-
hibits the sale of tobacco in any
shape or form to a child under six-
teen years of age.
Doc. BRower, the Democratic nom-
inee for the legislature in Union coun-
ty, has announced in favor of Jae. A.
McKenzie for United States Senator.
THE United State. Commissioners
have carried their points and Mahe.
Los will be reinstated King of Samoa.
THE Henderson Journal thinks
John Young Brown the man to sue-
eeed Gov. Buckner.
Ione D. HARans declines to enter
he gubernatorial race. It is well.
No pie yet. leave us, Benj., or we
pert*.
The "powerful effort" being made
to secure the appointment of John
Melton Brown as an associate justice
of the supreme court, referred to by
the Louisville Times' Washington
correspondent, is not likely to un-
settle the affair* of the country
much. In truth that "powerful ef-
fort" existed mostly in the mind's
eye of that astute pdragrapher, and
there is no more likelihood of the ap-
pointment coming to Kentucky than
there is of Jack Barret'e election as
state treasurer. Kentucky has a
representative on that bench, and
she's not very likely to get another
so long as that one lives.
THIS year will go down in history
as the most memorable of the centu-
ry. A flood drowned 8,000 people, a
Kentucky Republican declined a
nomination, and a million kickers
have made the air resound over presi-
dential disappointments.
Mrs. Henry Lamphere ran away
from her husband in Ohio fifteen
years ago. The other day he found
her in Boston. She had been married
twice, while he was living with his
third, and so they didn't recriminate
much.
THE citizens of Springfield, Tenn.,
have organized a tobacco board and
will build a large warehouse, and
Clarksville is considerably agitated
over the same, as she gets some of
her best shipping leaf from that
point.
ONE doesn't appreciate the benefits
of two such colleges as the South
Kentucky and Baptist to a city till
he reads in the various state papers
the departure and arrival of students
to and:from thaw places.
REALLY it doee look like western
Kentucky was after the earth, but as
as our blue grass friends have had
charge of it, and all the officers there-
on for same time, they might lend it
to us for a mason.
"Yoe cannot raise too much mon-
ey for this suffering community," tel-
egraphs Adjutant General Hastings
from Johnstown to (boy. Beaver.
What will Hopkinsville give to aid
the sufferers?
THE Courier-Journal thinks that
the removal of the Ohio Valley rail-
road offiees from Henderson to Ev-
ansville 'edit:tales that the Mackey
syndicate is interested.
THE Owensboro Inquirer is on the
wrong tack. Hon. John Young
Brown aspires to be governor. Wes-
tern Kentucky has but one candidate
for senator-Hon. Jas. A. McKenzie,
of Christian.
DR. EiTRICKLAND Will preach his
farewell sermon in Nashville next
Sunday and go to Sioux City, Is.
By this move Nashville and the south
loses one of the brightest and ablest of
ministers.
IT came out in a trial at Windsor,
Canada, the other day that wife sell-
ing is not unusual in Essex county.
A great many are sold, and badly at
that, in this country, too.
CLARKSVILLE want• Sam Jones,
but we hear that the feeling is not
mutual. Sam don't mind tackling
San Francisco, or even Evansville,
but Clarksville! Never.
D. CHAMBERS, county attorney
of Hancock county, was only fined
$10 for getting drunk and resisting
arrest the other day. He should
have been impeached.
ANOTHER fellow has committed
suicide In a dress suit. This way of
making a society event of such an
affair is distressing, and should be
stopped by all means.
CONGRESSMAN RANDAI-L says the
beet thing the Democracy can do is to
"fret together." Very good advice, if
Mr. Randall doesn't wish it to get
together with him.
I? Will Sterrete will only keep out
of personal Journalism, he will make
&success of the Kentucky Colonel.
He haa the making of a good jour-
nalist in him.
THE Union Herald grows Willow'
over McKenzie'e senatorial aspira-
tions. For a disordered liver try
Beecham's pills.
Mrs. Mollie Corwin, of Shelbyville,
Ind., beats the record. She was di-
vorced from her seventh husband
(sat Tuesday
Jfais Yore° BROWN'S announce-
ment of his candidacy for governor
has cracked the slates of several
politicians.
Firry million dollars will hardly
cover the amount of property des-
droyed by the flood last week.
Toe Republican state central com-
mittee will meet in Louisville June
12th to nominate a treasurer.
It was maintained by the late Hors
ace Greely, that "nothing succeeds
like success!" If this be true, Cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy will always
be popular, as it never fails. It is in-
tended, especially for coughs, colds,
croup and whooping cough, and is
undoubtedly the best and most re-
liabis medicine in use for those
diseases. It is decidedly a success.
For sale by H. B. Garner,
isTARTLING DEPARTURE. GROWING LAn-I- -NED debris tool tilts work of searching fur.Maj. T. B. FAdington made a 11.• bodies ha* only fairly begun.
BETWEEN 10,000 and 1,000 LosT.
The latest ortimater put the loss of
t Awful List of the life at front 10,000 to 12,000. 
It is im-
possible to get any account of the
number lost. Every one is so thor-
oughly tired out and overcome by
the weight of the disaster as to be ut-
terly unable to give any accurate de-
tails or figures.
Dead Increasing.
FULLY 1i,000 PEOPLE BELIEVED
TO HAVE BEEN LOST.
Thousands of Charred Bodies Lie Be-
neath the Great Funeral Pyre.
!Rorie« that Chill Every Heart anti
Draw Team to the Eyes of
remains late.
Jolt NSToWN, PA., June 4.-The de-
velopments every hour make it more
apparent that the exact number of
lives lost will never be known.
All estimates made up to this time
have been conservative. The num-
ber of bottles recovered up to dark
last night is estimated at 2,300.
This morning opens up dark and
dreary. Great drops of rain fall oc-
casionally and another storm seems
imminent. Everyone feels thankful,
though, that the weather still remains
ceol, and that the gradual putrilsc-
tion of the hundreds of bodies that
still line the streams and lie hidden
under the miles of driftwood and
debris is not unduly hastened. This
morning the peculiar stench of decay-
ing human flesh is plainly perceptible
to the senses &roue ascends the bank
of Stoney Creek for a half mile along
the smouldering ruins of the wreck
and the most skeptical now con-
ceive the worst anti realize
that hundreds, aye, perhaps thew-
sands of bodies lie charred and black-
ened beneath this great funeral pyre.
Searchers wander wearily over this
smoking mass, and, as occasionally a
sudden shout comes over the waters,
the patient watchers on the hill re-
alize that another ghastly discovery
has been added to the long list of
revelations that chill every heart and
draw tears to the eyes:of pessimists.
From the banks many charred re-
mains of victims of flames and flood
are plainly visible to the naked eye,
as the receding waters reluctantly
give up their dead. Beneath almost
every log or blackened beam a glist-
ening skull or the blanched remnants
of ribs or limbs mark all that re-
mains of life's hopes and dreams.
Since 10 o'clock last night the fire
engines have been busy. Water has
been constantly playing on the burn-
ing ruins. At times the fire seems
almost extinguished, but fitful flames
suddenly break out afresh in some
new quarter and again the water and
flames wage fierce combat.
CRUEL BUT SOUND WOW.
The chief sensation of the morning
has been the united remonstrance of
the phyrieiaus against the extinguish-
ment of the burning wreck. They
maintain, with a philosophy that to
anxious searchers seems heartless,
that hundreds if not thousands of
lifeless and decaying bodies lie be-
neath this mass of burning ruins. "It
would be better," they say, "to per-
mit nature's greatest scavenger, the
flamer, to pursue his work unmolest-
ed than to expose to further decay the
horde of putrifying bodies that lie be-
neath this debris. There can be but
one result. Days will elapse before
the rubbish can be sufilcieutly re-
moved to permit the recovery of these
bodies and long ere that every corpse
will be a putrid mass, yielding forth
thole frightful emenatione of decay-
ing human flesh that in a crowded
community like this can give but one
result, the dreadful typhus. Every
battlefield has demonstrated the ne-
cessity of the basty interment of de-
caying bodies and the stench that al-
ready arises is a forerunner uf im-
pending danger. Burn the wreck,
burn the wreck."
RELATIVES PROTEST.
A loud cry of indignation rose from
the lips of the vast multitude, and the
warnings of scjenge were lost in the
eager demands Of those thiLt bought
the remains of the near and dear.
The hose was again turued tipou the
hissing mass, and rapidly the flames
yielded to the supremacy of water.
It is almost impossible to conceive
the relent of these smoking ruins.
An area of eight or ten acres above
the dam is covered to a depth of forty
feet with shattered house, borne from
the resident centre of Johnstown. In
each of throe houses it is estimated
there were from our to twenty or
twenty-five people. This is accepted
as data upon which to estimate the
number that/ perished on the spot,
and if the data be correct the bodies
that lie beneath there mitts must run
well up into the hundreds if not
thousands. Adjutant-General Hest-
ing, who has charge of everything,
stated this morning that he supposed
there were at least
TWO THOUSAND PEOPLE
under the burning debris, but the
only way to find out how many lives
were lost was to take a census of the
people now living and subtract that
front the census before the Hood.
GROWING LARGER.
The Long List of the Dead Int•reasing
Every Hour.
JOHNSTOWN, PA., June 4.-The
population of the valley affected by
the floods is, or was 50,000. The
opinion among those best calculated
to know is that fully one-third
of those living in Cambria
and Johnson City had been victims
of the combined disaster of fire and
water. If this be true the total loss
of life in the entire valley cannot be
less than 7,000 or 8,000, and possibly'
much greater. Of the thousamds
who were devoured by the flames,
and whose ashes rest beneath the
smoking debris above Johnstown
bridge, no definite information can
ever be obtained. As little will be
learned of the hundreds that sank be-
neath the current and were borne
swiftly down the Conemaugh, only
to be deposited hundreds of miles
below oil the banks and the drift-
wood of the raging Ohio. Probably
one-third of the dead will never be
recovered, and it will take a list of
the missing, weeks hence, to enable
even a elate estimate to be made of
the number of lives that were snuffed
out in that brief hour. That this
ot4timate can never be accurate is un-
dirstood when it is remembered that
In many Instances whole families
and their relatives ware swept away
and found a common grave. The to-
tal destruction of the city leaves no
data to even demonstrate that the
names of there unfortunates ever
found place on the pages of eternity's
history.
THE LATENT INTIMATES.
The Law of Life Placed at 12.otio-e,...
curacy Absolutely Impoesible.
Jolfeertia•&, PA., June 4.-The
town was at rest early this morning.
Every one was thoroughly exhausted
with the terrible strain and the work
of the last few days and nights. The
town is under marshal law and every
one who goes about the place is ehal-
lunged and required to give an ac-
ccount of himself. The water has
subsetled to a great extent and the
streets in the main part of the town
are free from "water. The falling
water has laid bare the terrible work
of the good, anti the full extent of the
disaster is only being tuscertained
now. The streets are one sickening,
foul-smelling mass of wood and
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HURLED To DEATH.
Erestus Moseley, an A g. ii NS laity Mat.,
Killed by the Morning. Expreas.
Struve NA Crosesiug lime Track
Neste the !hien-His I walla Alinuat
I nal antaneouts.
Another of the violation of
the law on the part of the L. & N.
Railroad company. Another inan's
blood upon the hands of those who
seem to disregard human life 1 and
the laws adopted by this city for the
protection id its people. Another
family in mourning over a calamity
which a decent respect for a certain
ordivanee would have averted.
Persons in the neighborhood of the
itersection of Twelfth and Railroad
streets yestt•rilay at ten o'clock
saw an aged yitiLen attt mitt to cross
the railroad, saw the north bound
paast•nger train (latish around the curve
just above at a rate of specd equal to
about twenty miles. aim hour, and the
next moment maw a human form
hurled forty feet through the air and
fall limp and lifeless from an em-
bankment live feet in height. It was
Erastus Most•ley, a worthy citizen
sixty-flee years of age, who has for
the past year been employed as a
watchman for the coal yards near the
depot. Those who witnessed the ter-
rible accident hastened to his side
but human aid could-be of no avail.
Life had gone out from the taror old
form almost before they could remit-hi
him. A deep cut across the head was
bleeding profusely, his right arm was
broken anti shattered and internal in-
juries of the most fatal nature all
told with what force the locomotive
haul•ivertuktoi him. A blanket Was
spread over his lifeless f-•rin there
where he had fallen in the burning
sun, and those who are always at
to snail a scene by morbid cti-
riopiity gathered around. The trui it
drew up at the depot, the conductor
and engineer made out their reports
and tiled them with the agent, then
boarded the train and pnlied away
from the scene. Of course the rail-
road officialw will contend that the
engineer gave ample warning, and
will attempt to throw tilt; entire re-
sponsibility upon the victim of their
own carelessness. He did blow the
whistle and he may have done every-
thing in his power to avert the acci-
dent, but this does not excuse him
for a flagrant violation of the ordi-
nance which limits the speed
of trains within Ow elty !imam
to six toilet+ per hour and preseribes
a penalty for its violation. The fact
that the engineer gave time danger
signal does not Palliate the offense
or lessen the responalbility of the
company.
-the remains of the unfortunate
ROM were taken to Ids home on
Campbell street %there an inquest
will be held inatuediatAy 'upon the
arrival of the coroner.
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The Chief Illemeen for the marvellous suc-
cess of Hese. f• .1...woe'. Is found in the fees
that this reed.. ;et, actmmlly accomplishes all
that la Cr it. Its n•al merit has was
f Hood's SarsaparillaMerit Wins ....Told., Ird lio1Y
great., ti Obit oil Allf ober blubl euriepi.
It ell res sc rut it.. all II ..... .rs, Dyspopa.a
Prepared rely by V. I. Iliad Ca., Lowell, Mae
A BUSINESS EDUCATIoN at
HOME. For Circuit; re noloirests
CLARK'S Cof.f.Eor,Erie,Pa
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S. eassinntalvaailailmannliesfall WNW unwept'.
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HAIR BALSAM
Cle.m.,4 and he:I.:mks the hair.
PTOMOLC% a ILLturi ont growth.
Never Fall le Restore Grey
14•ir Oils VAIIIAtal Color.
Pees-cons 10a18 - ...ILIA(
dirr, St 1•4••
EXHAUSTED VITALIT1
UNTOLD MISERIES
Rein cog fmm the T.rrors of Youth, Folly, Tire. SIhorance, de., mar he cured al betur without fail er
ects.sure. Ilifnilible and l'onadential. 'Lar_e
Lta
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i Wok., with endorsements of ;be press, few;
, an.. Adams, the reateely Medical pot:tees
ps Pi, W . ILl'arker, No.$11e1Ancli et.,Itosien,itese
HINDERCORN3.
The only eon" Cure for I orne. Ships malt
pain. Eitsures comfort to the feet 1:w. am
Druggiste filet:03 it (.0., N. Y.
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CONSUMPTIVE.YOU
Have you t'ough, tinewhille, Asthma, DWI-
(relent! Use PARK Eit'S Of E It TONIC.
It hae cured the woret CNA., 111141 hi the best
remedy for all his arising from delortive nu-
trition Take in time M. and 41.111.
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Ask your Druggist or Groc•r for it
C. E HIRES, PHILADELPHIA
ORDINANCE.
At a newt ins of the lkoard of Councilmen
of the city of liotokitom% hold May 7, 'net,
tht• (111141W111g Ortlin.dice wha resented end
adopted:
lb it t minitit.,1 by the Board ef C 011111111114•11
of the City of Ilopkineville, That the ',womb
oriole abutting on earl; side of Ninth mimeo
from V [min last reel to the easot edge of ml. lot
0111 which Dr. W. F. Pattie, now reeldes,
11,.. north 14111t• of maid at met anti tu the 1104
,,r the lot of it. W. Ifotrinkti, on which
H. V Skaryer low lives on the south Nide of
maid street, he, anti they nrmhereby required,
ieeir can ex locum.. h. (wallah 4411t1 plum.
down etorie. curbing in (nett of their respec-
tive lobe, to he met out in the etreet on it line
with tht• old curbing now 4111 maid atm.' And
ills° to furnish ituti plitee iltio 110041 brick
new *idea-311km In front or their espective
lots, exteetlims from 11;.• line 01 their MIK t..
Kahl curbing. .% I i ef said work to Irr. done iis
required hy Oceeral Sidewalk Ordinance.
adepteti June I. lee., the curbing to he 11/4
quin-Al by el .r1.a ...MEI Of ',Hid one e.
.A11 of mild a...1k to be 41 ..... • under the mu-
prrlition er the Superintendent of ittreet
Work, end i. oplettel within thirty
days aft. if lit.ot I. of tide ordinance.
Attest; if It. LITTELL,City Clerk.
A STORY OF THE FLOOD.
Only One of the Hundreds, Only One
of the Multitude.
JoitesTows, PA., June 3.-A pret-
ty, pale little woman told part of her
sad story to-day as she nervously
clasped and unclasped her hands, and
cried in a quiet, heart-broken way.
"Years ago in the Virginia valley
somewhere near Winehester, this
sad, little soul met and loved a hard
working, intelligent man named
Fenn. They were married sonic
years ago, came to Johnstown, where
they had a neat, comfortable home.
Fenn made good wages, their several
children were always well clad and
their mother lived with her life eon-
centrated upon them. On the after-
noon of the flood Fenn went to the
butchers and passed out of this his-
tory in the waters. When the flood
came into the Fenn house the mother
gathered her chicks in the parlor and
told them not to be afraid as God was
there and would guard them. Up
came the torrent and they went to
the second floor and again the little
mother talked of hope and bade them
be of good cheer for pap.t-heaven
rest him-would come soon iu a boat
and take them away. Upend up rose
the water and now the family were
forced to the top story. The rooms
weee very low and soon the heads of
the mother and children were beating
against the roof.
"Mamma," said the eldest child, a
girl, "would it not be better to go out-
side and die in the open air?"
"Yee, dear," said the mother, "we'll
make a raft and all go down togeth-
er."
She fought her own and her chil-
dren's way to the window anti opened
it. She caught a piece of plank and
on it put the eldest child with a has-
ty kiss and a "good-bye, God bless
you."
Then she let It float away in the
darkness and the roar of the waves.
Six times were these frail barks
freighted with precious cargoes and
argowles of pious trust. Now came
the turn of the last Bessie, the
four-year-old. One can fancy what
It meant. The last and dearest.
There was scarce a breathing space
under the roof now and if haste Was
not titled death would come at once.
To a broad plank Bessie was fastened
securely and was blessed as had been
the others.
"I loved them all, oh I loved them
all," said the mother, "but I had two
kisses for Bessie, for she was Tom's
favorite anti was such a good child.
She put her arms around my neck
and said: 'You know you said that
God would take care of me always,
mama; will he take care of me now?'
I told her he would anti she need not
fear, and then she was carried away.
'lam not afraid, meipa,' site called
out, although I could not see her, and
that's all, except that the roof floated
oft and I floated off on It and some
Italians saved we at Kernville, six-
teen miles from here."
"AndThe children, Mrs. Penn, I
hope they all escaped?"
"We have found t o of them dead,
Bessie and George, and there is not a
mark on Resale's face, and oh, I am
so tired. They are all gone, every
one, six of them, and I am going
home to Virginia, after all these
years, to rest and try to think."
Only one mother of the hundreds,
only one of the multitude.
KE1L1%%11.11,E Seee:ier Aw A v.
Fully a Thousand Lives Lost in the
Little Town
JoliNeflaoWN, PA., June 4.-The lit-
tle town of Kernsville is in &deplora-
ble condition. There is but one street
left in the twee. About 155 bowies
are standing where one. there stood
a thousand. None of the large builee
ings in what was once a thriving lit-
tle borough have escaped. One thou-
sand people is a low estimate of the
number of lives lost from this town.
But few of the bodies have been re-
covered. It is directly above the
ruins and the bodies have floated
down into them, where they burned.
A walk through the town revealed a
desolate sight.
Only about twenty-five able-bodied
men have survived and are able to
render any assistauce. Men and wo-
men eau be seen with black eyes,
bruised faces aud cut heads. The
appearance of some of the ladies is
heartrending. They were Injured in
the flood, and since that have not
slept. Their fever have turned a
sickly yellow and dark ring* sur-
round the eyes. Many have suc-
cumbed to nervous prostrCiou.
There is more Catarrh in this sec-
tion of the country than all other
diseases put together, and until the
last few years was aupPosed to be in-
curable. For a great many years
Doctors pronounced it glottal disease,
and prescribed local remedies, and
by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment' pronounced it in-
curable. Science has proven ca-
tarrh to be a uoustitutional disease.
and therefore requires constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh (*tire,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney *
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only consti-
tutional cure on the market. It is
taken internally In dales from 10
drops to a teaspoonful. It acts di-
rectly upon the blood and mucus
surface of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any ease it
fails to cure. Send for circular§ and
testimonials. Address, F. J. CH E-
NE Y & CO., Toledo, O. tarHold
by Druggists, 75e.
bent Morris, who is accused of par-
ticipating in the illex,ting of Cush
Henderson, was arrested near Pilot
Rock Wednesday evening and
brought to the city and ill default of
bond placed in the vounty jail. He
will be tried jolutly with Tucker to-
day at 8 o'clock.
AKIN
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
TM; weeder never •aritle. A marvel of
purity, strength se4,1 wholesomeiteas. Mor-
**anomie-HI than the ordi nilry kinds,•nd cans
let be eold on competition vital tee
AMU of low Lewd, short weight alum or phos
slate powder. I4OLD0SLYIIIcAIIS. ROYAL
IO.Latau Pow Dia Co-, lug Wail street, ri Y,
of tot. abutting on the east attic of Ely!, street,
fr  Md %tenth street to et e I street, be, and
they ere hereby requinsl, itt their ewn
blew, to, furnioth and pinee down slime curb-
ing in Inert of Orli respective hits, to be eel •
out lit the street tin a PO from the
Ma 1 •
1/n1111111We for *allot adopted June ist,
osin. And when t curbing is owt to ell In
KENTUCKY.
.
wern the line of thole lots and said e rh-
lug with sand, gravel or vinder at least hour
inches in ,leptli awl heat It down onsooth
NA Ito make a 'total. snag ot NW. WIllk.
All ot 146141 work to be done under tile 1.11-
Vrt VW 1•111perint,•11,10,t sureet..rk. 111141 141b.• emu plebe' within thirt; days
aln•r notice of tills Orate.. me•
.atteet 11. R. 1.11-1riet'31(.Lk).
Children Cry
FOR PITCI4F'S
asteria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
I-1 nil &Joh
DEALERs IN 
 
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS.
Virginia NI reel, Between at Mitt ilopkineville, Ky.VV.• will dtipheute any iiiii Ultsehlat work put up in Christian county by any foreigntt•sler anti ollsc..tiot heir price from tutu, e".. per cent
'89 Ile Great Summer and Winter Resort, 98DAWSON SPRINGS.
ARCADIA .. HOUSE.
wie0M, HOPKINS CO , KT.These oteeteated Cionlyheate end Malt Springs an- situated Immedlattly non the New •pert Neu leshed pp' Valley Itailhael, ler, no l leso wrist Issuisoril le, Ky , and 11111011 et1/1141( 1'101114%11, K).
9[613L.3 Ab..roadlies.Is New :Ind Neatly Furnished with a reipaelty ef entertaining 3Iti curette. The owners of theilotel re ale° 1/W1111.1* Of the Spring*, t guests t Arcadia HOW* hare Free Accessto the Sion mre without oaten charge. Its, allots miscount remember that the months of Mayand Judie offer man, rel•antegeet.. persens vieltilig the Springs. Tlw dry aud liqukl wallaare mentatactured at the Spring, For Pamphlet., I...Oculars, Etc . apply toJ. %V . ft ITt ' 
N. M. HOLES AN & VO„Manager. may rod hito. Proprietors
VIRGIN LEAD URIC.
A Pipecloten lito  a lied le chei..tian
Whielk A ssit ye.; 040 per ti•imt
re T. C. Tinsley t iie honor
of sending the first contribUtion to
the contagion which the Hopi: ins-
vine Commercial 41111.1 placitag in
its cabinet of ininerology and geology.
The contribution is a remarkably
fine specimen of lead ore, and Is
'narked by the following label:
"Lead specimen found on the farm
of C. C. tiladiell'one-half mile east of
Scat& Mill, in Christian county,
with three other specimens of similar
quality." This one will rtilmay not less
thati 90 per cent. pure lead. If the
lead exists in paying quantities it
offers the foundation of a profitable
industry. We have no doubt that
the Infant cabinet of the Commercial
club will make further developments
of the greatest value to Christian
county. Let It be increased.
REASONS
Why Ayer's Sarsaparilla is
preferable to any other for
the cure of Blood Diseases.
Because no poisonous or deleterious
inv'etlients enter two the coauposition
of Ayer's S.IrsapariEa.
-Ayer's Sarsal tii`lo montains only
the purest an 1 woe. c:rectivo remedial
properties.
- A3 sea Sareapari.la ie prepared with
extreme care, ek;11, anal cleanliness.
- Ayer's Sarenparilla is prescribed hy
lesding physieuti.s.
-Ayer's Sassaparilla ; for s.11;44
everywhere, and reemiltiocieled by all
firat-claes druggiets.
- Ayer's Sarsaparilla IF. a medicine,
and not bev.•rage ;I ieguise.
- Ayer's Sarsaparilla never fail, to
effect a cure, u persisteutly used,
according to directions.
- Ayer's Sareapnrilla is a 1.!glily,etai-
centrals:1 extract, anti thr refer., the
most economical Blood Metlaine thu
market.
- Ayer's Sarsaparilla has bail a suc-
cessful career oil hearty halt a c‘oitury,
and was never /al/ popular Ms toreuelit.
-Thousands of retain iiiii isle aro on
fibs from thole benotited by the use of •
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
1
- it, I Ah1C14 I 1
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass,
Frio. $1 , all bottles, $3. No'orth ea a ISO&
ORDINANCE.
in;eetingofthe ilminief 'outlet' nten omf
the cite of FlopkinevIlle. held May 7. inel, the
Ii frig Ordinance as preeemed and
it.' It Ordained by the Itoant of Councilmen
of the city of Hopitlil/IN :Ile. That he owners
hi work te inedge el their renreetiVe
411114.11a required bye weertILI or lielionti
ORDINANCE.
At a meeting of the linard of commit men
ot the city sof llotok Iron Ille. held 'May 7th,
Uwe, the hollowing 411%11111111e, WW1 pr1.414•1114`11
/014111410111,41:
Ile Iii rtialn,•1 by the Roo rd of C4111114•11nwn
of the City of Hopkins% lilt-, That tle• own-
er.; of 1.101 t11111111111( 011 north eel.. of sea -
ent h street, In  the rallrosul in the direction
of Main mtreet to the lot of John 11111er:11, W414
of Virginia street. awl on the Ma M111 /11414. Of
eald Seventh street from the ninnies' to hit-
rear end of the Bank of IlopkinsvIlle
Ise, utotl they sire beret* required, at their
own expense, to I urn loth untlifelaty 40W
t.e•titti,otiti,itsft 
ii 
tfhn,sis.litrol....t 4rt•el
curbing mow on 'mid istryet. And a so to
furnish and plats. down ipstd brick new side.
w;41k• front of 'heti. respetive lots, extend
Ins from the Ilite et their its to said ettrld:,s
All ef Kriel work 10 he done as T1•4111114.-4.1
Sidewalk ordi .e. uthoptetl 11..1/1
I, IP4Y111 the curbing to be ns required 1.Y else.
rtsemd or said ordinunce.
All of sold work to he hint' under the au-
twrvielon of the Superlutetat,•nt 01 street
Work, amt to lw  pleted within thirty
days after 110t14 4. 4 of (lib+ T41.11;114.7 .t•igrr.. ELL.
Atest:
City I 'kilt.
ORDINANCE.
t a meeting of the Boned of I '1111nenn,,•11 of I
the Mt% of Ilopitins•ele. held 7, lice, 111.• ,
following 4 ordinance was pr. eented and
ik• It Ordained by the Board of Counel men
adopted:
I the City of Hopis Insville. That the owm•rs
of lug 1111 1111' 1•111.1.1 1.1111. out NV 11111111
.treel. trent where Fourteenth oriel lett.i.
O'elnut street to Ninth octet br, too
they are liefehk- required. their 111411 CM-
14•11101•, 110 tUr1111•111411111•1111•4• 411Wil 1401:14• 41114/.
1111r In front ortheir respective lets, tio ht. eet
..ut in thi• street 4111 St If 111. Ith the stone t•ttrh-
I ug tur.W *et in front of the lobo( E. It. Lone.
J Culdlinan and James lioleimin 4,n *aid
-trust. 141., te furnish and 111114•11• 1140.111
vorarl sideu all. In front of their remp,..
lire lots, extending Indo the line of their I.. -
too:aid curbing. .%11 ef said work to he th
•re required I,) neral Sidewalk Ortl 
adopted J.1114` I, isms. Oh,' curbing to be se re-
quired to else,. steened of ...aid "Minium,.
vislosi of the superintentlilit
.% II id .81.1 work to he dont. under the euper-
'out 1,1.4.1. this 
fir OM pad Work,
Mal 114. 
  111444•41 wit III 14 111111Y slItY.laini-n
II. It. LITT(.111;1,.1...i .,k,Attest:
Year willay $2 a W11011
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver Harris
HOPKINSVILLE, -
\
WHISKY
$2.00
PER GAL
The following hrand* kept: Devices County andE. W. W. ors mules Pet-rtes.; Hill & Winstead's SilkVelvet; Ittdiertson y Corn W h Ink y Andersonrowdy whisky; White eons Whisky; RIVII linensour Meet, Union County Vo'hiaky and TenneweesWhiskies,.
-Eight different kinds of Wines.-
Si:;
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
sad GIN.
Prices From $1.50 to$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.-F:nclotte Postal, Money Order or Cash
with your order.
N. Tobin & Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
Special Attctition given to t)rdera front a distance.
ure en uc y Whisky
FOR-
1 xx.s3s#1. 11.17r1:0011111100•Anyone who vis tints • pure Whisk_y for pri• ale or medicinal see can yet It from CEO. wMATTINtiLV • CO , towetish Koro, y , at peeve. ranging from $1 5000 $2 00 pfer gallon OTdere pent to tide firs; •A ill refel'ar prompt amid careful uttention Elrod & r.
8. O. BUCKNES. JAS. D 11•TS,
BUCKNER & flAYS
Real Estate.
Insurance and
CwIecting Aijoecy,
Next Door to Front Eutnwoe of
Court House,
Hopkinsville - • By
(ITT PROPERTY FOR SALE.
One of the largest end best appointed re
114•11019/ 011 South Mum street, it ith abuse
mere Ise. at a bargain.
Seven rUllill hourw and all oul building'',
elder.,and large lot, all is siplendid repair,
worth e1,0111.1 We offer fur Mae. Situated Oa
lOorth Main street.
Font room house and lot AMMO feet,on South
V Infiniti' street at • bargain,
store lionee end lot, corner bid
and Elbert, et reete-st a bargain.
The Atte H. Lewis lot ott Ninth street,
110x 113 feet, eau be d I v Itied et am tot near Stroud
loueirrees lute.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
.me, very cheap.
Three very desirable revidenee 104 on south
Main street, one of which III well improved,
or will seem. a whole, with about wu feet
front.
Two fine residence lots, each 63 feet frost,
011 reed b VirgInIa street, very cheap.
The cheapest residence property ever of-
fered in tele city is the Robert 'Mills pleases
East Seventh street. now is our bands ter
sale
Apr, lot with improvements on south side
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPICSTY
The farm on Beimialbas road known as the[souls Willis place, finely improved, at a kdr
price and *ray terms. Will Nell RS or 140
acres as purchaaer may desire.
OS acre farm near Oarretteburg. Laud
One-chum and farm well improved. Every-
th I eg In good order. Price. $17,400, oneethIrd
truth, balance land 2 years et {per sent.
MO acre farm on Tobacco road, between
Pembroke and Barker's Mill, well improved
and well watered Will divide late two
farms, MO and We acne, gi•1ng dwellings °a
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with awelllt.s, horn, stablea, wa-ter and urehani, 10 miles east from city, sad
three miles; from Furgueon's Store for era.
1110 acre faros known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place. 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the 1,..•.‘t improved farms in the county and
land very Bar. A bargain offered 111
property.
1310 nere farm, 2 miles from city, between
Canton and Cox Mel roads, known as the
RICI1/11111,41/11 place. This is One property and
we offer a Wagtail in it.
We represent the follow-
ing fire insurance compan
ies: Phoenix, of Hartford,
Conn.: Northern Assurance,
of London; Merchants, of
Newark, N. J.: Norwich
Union, of England: Traders,
of Chicago.
We represent the Mutual
Life Insurance Company, of
Kentucky, in the counties of
Christian, Trigg and Cald-
well, and will wi•ite, life in-
surance on the most favora-
ble terms.
lidtherdays
ffic oR1 les
J. B. GALBRATH
"Wrholoaaass .A..gerzet-
HOPIIIN8VILLk ET
S. VI A VrOa FORAY. Ii C. Rams
PORGY & BELL,
Attorneys at Law
HOPKiNSVILLE, KY
eir'Oftice over Planter' Rank.
PLUCK, ENERGY
ENTERPRISE GAVE US THE LEAP
And we are Holding It for
BARGAINS 'Is WEEK.
COME AND SEE US!
The "Reliable" Doti* & Shoe Co.,
M. Frankel's Sons.
e•
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THE NEW ERA. Wendt gocuistzttps. MONTHLY CROP REPORT. A LITTLE LOWER, PREFERRED LOCALS.
-PUBLISEILD BY-
tea Era Prwiling and Publish mg Co.
ei A YEAR.
hateeet at the Ketonic. in Hoopkinsedis a.
.ac.oa•t chum matter.
Friday June 7, 1889..
40P 4To Subscribers.
Recently we have
dropped from our
weealy subscription
list *a number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our books, Mrs. Pho•be Thomas, of Glenville,
has expired. This is a McLean county, has been adjudged alunatic and ordered to the asylum
rule strictly adhered here.
to. Please look on the
margin of your paper
and see when your
time is out and come
up and renew at $1 per
year with ticket in
drawing. Persons see-
ing this notice who do
not now get the paper
regularly, will please
look up their receipts
or on the margin of
their last paper and
see when their sub-
scription expired.
4,31 ite aD &ortrtg.
Mr J. C. White, of Julian, was in
the city Monday.
Mr. James Radford, of Howell, was
in town .Mtniday.
Mrs. It. L Woolfolk, of Cincinnati,
is visiting her mother.
Sam Boyd, of Cerulean Spriuge,
Vs as in the city Monday.
Mr. NV. D. Hawkins, of Pembroke,
war in the city Wednesday.
rhe Misses McDougle are in the
o intry visiting Mr*. Anna Layne.
Miami Daisy 'Mt:Combs, of Peru-
broke, is visiting friends in the city.
Miss Ruth Cooper, of Bennetts-
town, is visiting her sister Mrs.
Messrs. C. A. Brasher and Juo.
Nlyree, of Crofton, were in the city
Monday.
Mrs. F. W. St oek , of Versailles,
Ohio, is visiting her mother Mrs.
M. Schmitt.
Misses •Jennie Fraser and Myrtle
Williams, of Lafayette, are visiting
In the city.
John, Bell jr., has returned from
Philadelphia, where he has been
attending school.
Miss Sallie Petrie, of Elkton, is
visiting the family of her uncle,
Judge It. T. Petree.
Mr. Ben Whitloek a prominent
farmer, of South Christian, was in
the city Wednesday.
Miss Belle Moore has returned from
a long visit to relatives in California,
much to the delight of her many
friends.
Mrs. J. M. Carter, of south Chris-
tian, is visiting Mrs. V. M. Metcalfe.
Mrs. Perkins and Miss Otis Dicken,
of Trenton, were in the city Wednes-
day.
Miss Jessie Wade, of Fairview, who
has been visiting Mrs. A. NV. Pyle,
1.18.9 returned home.
Mr. and Mrs..Saan Stites+ will.leave
in a few days for Louirville where
they will make their future home.
Mrs. (lark and her daughter, Mrs.
T. W. Buckner, of Henderson, are
visiting Mr. aid Mrs. S. 0. Buck-
ner.
Mr. Phil If. NVallace and wife, of
Paducah, accompanied by their Deice
Miss Fannie Woolfork, are visiting
Miss Sallie Wallace on sixteenth
reet.
411.
crry COUNCIL.
The Fine of Young Merritt Remit ted-
Restitution of Appreclat icet.
The city council met Tuesday night.
The minutes of the two last meetings
were read and aparoved.
The usual accounts were presented
and allowed.
The fine of $40 against yeung Mer-
ritt for raising a disturbance in the
public school* was remitted.
Councilmen Forbes and Hill ap-
pointed as a committee to have city
court room repaired.
The report of city tax collector of
real estate sold for taxes was re-
ceived and approved.
A resolution of appreciation of the
gerrerority of Mrs. M. N. Roach, de-
created, was pas.wai.
he Appreciated the Remark..
Bananna peels are provoking
things. Yesterday one of our fair
girls, while walking down Ninth
street trod upon one of the treach-
erous things. A gymnastic perform-
ance that would have done credit W
a contortionist saved her from falling.
She gritted her teeth and said noth-
ing. A gentleman Just behind her,
saw the scene, but not a companion
peel, and as he struck it his feet went
into the air. He hit the pavement
with a resounding whack that
brought forth a half-smothered
"damn it" from his lips. The young
lady heard it, and with an expression
of appreciation and gratitude in her
eyes, she turned and smiling sweetly
said ''Thank You."
••-
How Intelligent Women Decide.
When the question has to be met as
to what is the best course to adopt to
secure a sure, safe and agreeable
remedy for those organic diseases
and weaknesses which arnica the
female sex; there is but one wise de-
cision, viz., a course of self-treatment
with Dr. Pleree's Favorite Preeerip-
tion. It Is an unfaillug elevate for
periodical palms, misplacoment, In-
ternal Inflammation, and all fuue-
tional disorders that render the live.
of so many women mitterahle and
Joyless. They w Ito try it, prairie It.
Of druggists.
- 
-
roe the Conemaugh Sufferere.
ledItor '.96ow Era:
Though just about to leave the city
for a few ;lays, I take time to say
that I have read your appeal in the
paper of yesterday in behalf of the
'onemaugh sufferers; and hereby
advertitie that a collection will be
taken next Sunday at the Methodist
church for them.
Very Truly,
!I. W. Lewis.
9 
Muhlenherg Wants Hint.
tiREENYILLE, Ky., June 4.-C. B.
Wickliffe, candidate for represents-
Vii.Muhlenberg county, states
Ts for James A. McKenzie for
' ited States Senator. Hurrah for
Democracy, and McKenzie as our
senator and leader. leatithEloit.
Gaines Air Casale*.
Clarkev:Ile Progress: When the
road to Dixon is built and Clarks-
ville can boast of twenty-five new
manufactories, working 300 hands
each then we will be truly in the
midst of a boom.
The asylum coal will be furnished
this year by Foulke & Son, they hay
log placed the lowest bid, $8.23 per
IOU.
Nashville is raising a fund for the
Johnstown sufferers.
Go to A. G. Bush for boon' and
shoes and save money. If
Workmen will begin painting the
Latham warehouse Monday.
Mr. John Bell, Jr., has taken a po-
sition as book-keeper with Jones &
Co.
Fon SALE.-An elegant Upright
Rosewood Piano-cheap. Apply at
this office.
The hay is suffering greatly in con-
sequence of the late rains. Many
farmers will love their entire crop.
FOC N D.-Child's cloak. Owner can
get same by identifying property at
this office and paying for notice.
The eounnon pleas court adjourned
Saturday after dispatching a great
amount of business and almost clear-
ing the heavy docket.
Mr Joe Hatcher, a farmer living
near Trenton, has lost seven fine
mules in the last few days. The In-
dications all point to poisoning.
The congregation of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church will ob-
serve children's day next Sabbath.
The children's exercises will take
place in the afternoon.
J. R. Wiles, a merchant doing bus-
hiest; at Fairview, made an assign-
ment Saturday to Dr. E. S. Stewart
for the benefit of his creditors. The
assets will fully cover liabilities.
Mr. Wm. Allen, of the Pembroke
vicinity, and Miss Sallie Darnell, of
Fairview, were married at the resi-
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Whitaker,
near Casky. Rev. Frank Perry offi-
ciated.
Mrs. S. J. Read, one of the re-
markable trio of old ladled who cele-
brated their golden wedding in Scottie
ville a week since, fell and broke her
arm Saturday. She is rapidly recov-
ering.
Mr. Charles Buckner, of Fayette-
ville. Ark., is spending several weeks
with relative* and old comrade's in
the city and county. He was former-
ly &citizen of Hopkinsville and is
well remembered here.
Backache, stitches in the side, in-
flation and soreness of the bowels, are
symptoms of a disordered state of the
digestive and assimilative organs,
which can be corrected by the use of
Ayer's Cathartic Pills.
Madisonville Item: Claude, the
fourteen-year-old son of Frank Win-
stead, of our town, had the great mis-
fortune to come too near the ticklish
hind-foot of a mule Wednesday morn-
ing and is now in bed with a broken
thigh.
Mrs. Margaret Davis, wife of Mr.
F. (1. Davis, died Sunday at their
home one and one half miles north of
the city. The funeral services were
held Tuesdayj at Antioch church.
Interment at the family burying
ground.
Our friend C. A. Brasher has rt..
ceived his commission as postmaster
at Crofton. The appointment is well
made as Mr. Brasher is one of the
most popular men of his party as well
as one of the most intelligent and
thoroughly competent.
A camp meeting will be held under
the auspicies of the Princeton district
Methodist Episcopal church south, at
Mineral Springs near Kuttawa in
Lyon county, Ky., beginning Friday,
July 5th, 1889, and continuing ten
or fifteen days.
The annual sale of the Douglass
grange will occur at Bells Station on
Friday the 7th inst. The grangers
are making extensive preparations
for the reception and entertainment
of their guests on this occasion and
the prospects are very flattering for a
successful sale and a social success.
The Driving Park Association feels
highly encouraged by the many flat-
tering expressions of approval re-
garding their spring meeting. While
the meeting was not a very great
financial success they were satisfied
that the public appreciated their ef-
forts. The fall meeting will be ever)-
thing that is promised.
Editor of the NEW ERA Please an-
nounce in the columns of your val-
uable paper that we are sole agents
for St. Patrick's Pills, the most per-
fect cathartic and liver pills in the
market. They not only physic, but
cleanse the whole system; purify the
blood and regulate the liver and bow-
els; they are vigorous but gentle in
their action and can always be de-
pended upon. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
The joint action of the county court
and city council looking to the estab-
lishment of the work house meet.
with general approval front the best
citizens of both races. Some means
of utilizing vagrants has long been
needed and this is a happy solution
of the problem. The proposition is
eminently just and fair both to the
city and county. The speedy erection
of the building and its successful op-
eration may be expected.
Ike Griffin, col., was brought to the
city Friday from the Bennetts-
town precinct, and placed in the
county jail on a charge of hog steal-
ing. He was tried before the magis-
trate of his district and sentenced to
sixty days confinement but the ques-
tion of jurisdiction was raised by the
county attorney and he will be held
to await the action of the grand jury.
Moss Buffington, town marshal of
Hawesville, has resigned and will
move back to Lewisport. He sej to he
does not want to live in a town where
the citizens aid and abet hoodlunilsm.
Buffington is the man who arrested
the county attorney for drunken and
disorderly conduct, and who was un-
able to jail Win because the officials
aad (*aliens would lend no aseistanee.
Rice & Co. are now manufacturing
plug and twist tohiteroo to the fullest
l'aimelty of their plant. From thirty
to fifty laborers are kept busy in the
various departments of their factory.
Their chewing and smoking goods
will sell upon their merits. They
have invested heavily in the most
approved machinery for packing and
manufacture of tobacco and their ef-
forts deserves credit as much as their
goods deserve sale.
That pair of birds at the City
Pharmacy continue to attract no little
attention. It Is a matter of specula-
tion as to what species of the feather-
ed tribe they belong. Everyone who
sees them has a different theory to
offer. They have been classed with
every species from the owl to the
eagle. They are remarkable speci-
mens whatevl they may be. From
tip to tip the male metuoures three
and a half feet and he is yet only
eight months old.
Dr. Forshee, the celebrated special-
ist and surgeon, of Louisville, Ky.,
will be at the Plicenix hotel Thurs-
day,June 11. The doctor's reputation
for honesty in his professional opinion
is well known. His long experience
in private and hospital practice
makes him familiar with chronic dis-
eases. Consult him, it costs nothing.
He calls special attention to his ad-
ertIsement in this paper. He will
remain one day only. Come early.
Several handsome cottages are be-
ing erected on Jessup's Avenue.
Mita portion of the city is growing at
a rapid rate. The streets are well
macadamized and the residences on
either side are neat and comfortable.
Prof. C. ('. Ferrell returned last
night from Nashville. He has re-
signed his chair in the Vanderbilt
University and will leave this sum-
mer for Germany to finish his educa-
tion in one of the higher uuiversi-
nem.
The announcement made in the
NEw ERA some weeks ago that a
company would stock a large farm
with fine horses has created consid-
erable comment in Western Ken-
tucky. Everybody *teems to regard
it as a good move and pedietm suc-
cess. It is to be hoped that those in
charge will push matter..
Cush Henderson, the young man
who was shot by George Tucker near
Pilot Rock, several weeks since, was
In the city Friday for the that
time since the unfortunate affair.
His recovery has supprised even his
physicians, as the natuie of his
wounds was such as would prove fa-
tal in ninety-nine out of a hundred
eases. The trial of Tucker will be
held before Judge Brasher Friday.
Mrs. Elizabeth NV. (Wynn died at
six o'clock a. m. Monday at her home
on south Main street after a long ill-
ness. She has been &resident of title
city for the past fifty years, and a
faithful member of the Christian
church during all this time. She was
in the 84th year of her age and leaves
four children. The funeral services
will be conducted at the residence to-
morrow evening at 3 o'clock, after
which the remains will be taken to
the city cemetery for interment.
Three days is a very short time in
which to cure a bad case of rheum-
atism; but it can be done, if the prop-
er treatment is adopted, as will be
seen by the following from James
Lambert, of New Brunswick, Ills.
"I was badly afflicted with rheum-
atism in the hips and legs, when I
bought a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain
Balm. It cured me in three days. I
am all right to-day ; and would in-
sist .m every one who is afflicted with
that terrible disease, to use Chamber-
lain's Pain Balm and get well at
once." For Kale by H. B. (lamer.
IN FAVOR OF THE CITY.
The Court of Appeals Attiring the De.
CIII1011 of the Lower Court in
the Mills Case.
The court of appeals Tuesday af-
firmed the decision of the superior
court in the case of Mills, guardian.
vs. the city of Hopkinsville.
Some years ago Win. Mills, living
in this city, died, leaving as guardian
to his only child, Ethel, Judge J. I.
Landes. Judge Landes as executor
and guardian invested some $5,000 left
in his care for the child. Miss Ethel
for sometime lived with her aunt,
Mrs. Myrick, in the city. Mrs.
Myrick moved to Bowling Green, tak-
ing the child with her. Judge Landes
then went before the city council, and
claiming that Bowling Green was the
residence of his ward, asked relief
front taxation on the personal proper-
ty on the ground that as this city was
not her residence, no taxes could be
collected. The city council held that
as this was the residence of the guar-
dian, and as Mr. Mills had lived and
died here, that the property was sub-
ject to taxation; that the mere remov-
al of the ward to another city did not
release the property if the guardian
still retained his residence here. An
agreed case was then submitted to
the circuit court and Judge Grace
held in substance the above. An ap-
peal to the superior court was taken,
which affirmed the decision, and the
court of appeals has now affirmed the
decision of that court. This settles
the question and the city will collect
back taxes.
MUSIC TEACHERS TO MEET.
The State Asisocintion to Hold Forth In
Louisville.
The music teachers of Kentucky
will hold their fourth annual meeting
In Louisville, on June 26, 27 and IN.
All teachers, students and music lov-
ers are earnestly invited to attend. A
reception takes place at the Galt
House on Tuesday evening, Juuettith.
Wednesday morning a concert will be
given by Miss Neally Stevens, pianist,
and Miss Hetlich, vocalist. Wednes-
day afternoon a concert will be given
by Mr. Constantin Sternberg, pianist,
assisted by Mrs. Sternberg, vocalist.
Thursday forenoon and afternoon
two concerts will be given by Mad-
ame Eugenie de Roode Rice, who
ranks as the beet artist and pianist in
New York. She will be assisted by
Mrs. Jessie Bowren Caldwell, a mag-
nificent soprano singer.
On Friday we shall have two. con-
certs, the details of which at,.--dot yet
fixed. Probably Mr. Eml.k
of Chicago, will be one of the pianists..
The railroads are arranging for re:
dueed fares. All our concerts, meet-
ings anti entertainments are absolute-
ly free. This meeting will be the
most important ever held in Ken-
tucky.
Kelly Note.. and Personals.
Miss Alice Owens has been visiting
her aunt, Mrs. James Underwood,
this week.
Mr. Thomas Walker has gone to
Robards, `nit we hope he will soon
return.
Mrs. A. Heren, of Henderson, Ky.,
is visiting her father's this week.
Mr. Elijah Walker was thrown
from a horse Saturday but not seri-
ously hurt.
Mrs. Mary Wilson is visiting her
many friends in and near Kelly.
Mr. A. Owen is very sick this
week.
Mr. Frank Lacy, of Illockford, was
at Kelly's Saturday and Sunday.
.
..e..-
Conc4trd Notes.
There will be a basket meeting at
this church next Sunday. Every-
body Invited.
Mrs. F. Ii. Davis died laid Sunday
'light at 10 o'clock, after au littlest; of
about twelve month...
The Rev. Mr. Casky will presell at
I 'Ilion thappel the third Suuday in
this mouth.
W. NV. Campbell takes the blue
ribbon In the colt line around here.
We are glad to nay Mrs Jas. Lacy
is improviug rapidly.
At Shreve, a little village near
Fordsville, Ohio county, Isaiah Dal-
ton idiot and fatally wounded Jerry
Dewese. Dewess while drunk at-
tacked Dalton, whitill is much his
inferior in strength and size, and was
heating him up badly when the latter
pulled out a pistol and shot him
twice.
A great many people feel them-
selves gradually failing. They don't
know just what is the matter, but
they suffer from a combination of in-
describable aches and :pains, which
each mouth seem to grow worse. The
only sure remedy known that will
counteract this feeling and restore
perfect health is Brown's Iron Bitters.
By rapid assimilation it purifies the
blood, drives out disease,'gives health
and strength to every portion reached
by the circulatory system, renews
wasted tissues and restores robust
health.and strength.
The Crittenden Sittings hotel was
opened Tuesday evening with &grand
ball.
Prospects Good for an Average Yield
of Everything.
FRANKEMRT, Kv., June 1.-I have
very full reports from eighty-three
counties, embracing the principal
agricultural portion of the state.
These reports were dated from ILth
to the 28th May. ,In many of the
counties, at the date of these reports,
but little rain had fallen during
-March, April and the early part of
May. The drought was broken from
the 12th to the 15th of May; many
sections having good rains and the
balance only partial showers. On
the LInh and 30th inst. there seems to
have been a very general rain, and as
a supplement to the report of regular
correspondents, I telegraphed every
section of the state in order to find
out the true condition; and beg to
add what I conceive to be a fair esti-
mate, as indicated by the information
obtained. Rain in sufficient quanti-
ties has fallen at Maysville, Mt. Ster-
ling, Frankfort, Louisville, Owens-
boro, Henderson, Pedueall, Hopkins-
elite, Home Cave and Lebanon.
The ground is now thoroughly wet,
and the humidity of the atmosphere
promises a lasting season.
From all the reports received we
deduce the following facts:
TO
Bowling Green vicinity on the 30th,
fifty per cent. of an average crop set,
with only ten per cent. remaining to
be set; Clarksville district, including
the counties composing the same, on
the 29th, twenty per cent. set; Owens-
boro district, same day, five per cent.;
Fulton, or Purchase district, tweut-
five per cent., Mayfield section, thir-
ty per cent.; Georgetown, forty per
cent.: Paducah district, twenty-five
per cent.; Lexington district, fifty
per cent.; Pleatiureville, thirty per
cent.; Horse Cave, thirty per cent.;
Maysville, on the 31st. sixty per cent.
Since then good rains have fallen
all over the state; and the percent-
age of setting will be materially in.
creased. Many hindrancee conspire
to warrant a material reduction of
the crop from the product of 1888. It
is yet too early to give reliable data,
hut we hope to do so in our next re-
port.
WHEAT.
Early in the spring the wheat
never looked better, but the contin-
ued drought, Hessian fly, stout and
chinch bug, all combined to ma-
terially injure it. In Western Ken-
tucky the chinch bug is very • preva-
lent; in Centred land Southern Ken-
tucky the smut and fly; still many
fields of wheat are excellent.
CORN.
The acreage in corn is 105 compar-
ed with ordinary averages; the plant-
ing was two weeks earlier than usu-
al; the stand was generally satisfac-
tory. It is very stalky and of good
color, with the ground clean of grass
and splendidly cultivated.
OATS
The acreage in oats is larger than
usual, but being essehtially a wet
wieather crop, the drought seriously
affected it, and like wheat on high,
thin, rolling soil, is very inferior,
but on level, moist laud, will make
a good crop, only in exceptionally
dry sections.
ev E.
Will be below an average by reason
of dry weather.
SORGHUM.
This crop is rapidly increasing in
the state as a forage for stock, at;
well as for making sugar anti moles-
toes, and the acreage is a full average.
tilitASS AND cLovkii.
These two important crops have
been very seriously affected by dry
weather, and in many places were
regarded as worthless; but the
late rains will have a wonderfully
god effect, and they can be, with
good seasons, expected to be near
an average.
FRUIT.
The crop is very promising, except
apples. There is a very great com-
iiikint that the trees are very freely
shedding their fruit front drought,
Insects and cool weather. Other
fruits, including berries, promise a
good yield.
Hog cholera has been very general-
ly complained of, and the hog pro-
duct in this state will be largely de-
creased from this disease.
The seventeen-year locusts have
just made their appearance in many
counties. Their bad effects have not
yet been developed, but they have to
Make their living while they are
with us, and their diet has not yet
been determined.
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF LIVE STOCK
AND AVERAOE SIZE OF (-noes.
Horses, 97; mules, 93; cattle, 94;
hogs, 85; sheep, 79; poultry, 100; bees,
100; corn, 106; wheat, 93; rye, 95; bar-
ley, $3; oats, 105; sorghum, 100; ap-
ples, 100; peaches, 100; pears, 100;
pates, 100; berries, 100; garden pro-
ducts, 100; dairy products, 100.
PRESENT CONDITION.
Hones, 100; mules, 100; cattle, 100;
hogs, 100; sheep, 100: poultry, 100;
bees, 93; corn, 100; wheat, 195; rye, 87:
barley, 91; oats, 70; hemp, 70; clover,
90; grass, en; potatoes, 100; apples, 75;
peaches, 96; pears, 100; grapes, MO;
berries, 100; gertieu products, 100;
dairy produots, 145.
Very respectfully,
Coa8. Y. Wii.soN,
Commissioner of Agriculture.
THE VILLAGE ON TH ERIVER.
Notes of Happenings In and About
Clarksville.
Mr. C. P. Wartield, superintend-
ent of the Wheel-Alliance.warehouse
here, is out in a card In the papers
directing Wheelers to continue ship-
ping to their warehouse, and saying
that notwithstanding the action of
the tobacco board of, trade, in shut-
ting them out, they will continue to
sell through theii elilesmen, Adams,
Gill & Co.
It is reported that Loving Gaines,
editor of the Progreso, is to wed an
Elkton, Ky., belle in a short time.
The Young Men's Christian Altoo-
cation here is in a most flourishing
candition. Its membership is in-
creasing rapidly and its meetings
well attended. Its good effects upon
the morals of a large nutuher of
young men are perceptible.
•
Injured In Line of touts.
Ma, what does papa want money
from the government for, he wasn't
In the war, was lie?
Yes, lily son. The bad rebels chased
him out of this house one day and lie
broke him leg falling over the back
fence.
Marriage Licentiett
' W. T. Allen to Sallie Daniell, J.
Metier to Birdie Payne.
cot,ORED.
R. D. Hooks to leanuie Vaughan.
Jesse Henry to Maude Bell, Dave
Allen to Laura Gordon.
- • asp--
Bob Ti as Better.
Union Herald: Mr. Thomas is still
Improving as fast as could be ex-
pected, the cool weather, also, being
favorable. His position was changed
to-dsy, for the lint time, and his leg
straightened.
"If at tint you don't succeed, try,
try, try again." 'Try what? Why
Ayer's Sarsaparilla for your rheuma-
tism, which, being a blood disease,
needs s thorough and persistent
course of treatment for its eradication
from the system. Take Ayer's Sar-
saparilla and no other.
Mr. Rudy, a Daviess county candi-
date, in a speech made the other day,
said that he was for McKenzie for
senator, and aft( r him for Black-
burn, because be pulled Chandler's
ear.
The Tobacco Market Somewhat Off
This Week.
We quote a decline this week on
all tobaccos, except common lugs, of
iv to 34 of a cent, owing, doubtless,
to the recent rains and the supposed
large plantings, though rumor
assigns another cause, to which at-
tention will be called when confirmed.
No very considerable advance may
be looked for, until a shortage iii the
crop, resulting from dee:awed acreage
Is demonstrated. We think, however,
that the conditions are not ouch as
to induce or justify pessimistic ru-
mor and that planters may expect
prices to fall but little, if any, below
those which were obtained this week.
Quotations for the week are as fol-
laws:
Lugs, common, ... $1 50 to 42 ou
" medium,   2 00 to 2 75
" good,  3 OU to Its)
Leaf, common, 
  4 21 to 5 to
" medium,   5 21 to 7 7.1
" • • • • • ---- . 7 75 to ilto
Sales by Abernathy & Long of 44
Wide. as follows:
2.5 hug. cool. to med. leaf, $4.10 to
$7.80.
19 hhds. corn. to good loge, 41.90 to
$3.00. .
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
of 131 hhds. as follows:
52 hhds. good and medium leaf, $9 00,
8 90, 14 75, 13 85, 14 60, 8 40, II 30, 8 30,
ti 15, 8 10, 8 20, 8(10, 800, 8 10, 7 95,
7140, 7145, 775, 7 60, 7 N5, 7 00, 750,
7 34, 7 00, 7 25, 7 .50, 7 - V, 7 00, 6 90,
6 75, 6 80, 6 40, 6 95, 6 50, 6 60, 6 50,
6 90, 6 75, 645, 644), 680, 670, 655,
6 115, 6 60, 6 40, 6 20, 6 25, 6 60, 6 70,
6 10, 6 20.
42 hhds. common leaf, $1 50 to 6 oo.
37 Mids. lugs, $200 to 4 40.
W. H. Turnley & Bros., Elephant
warehouse, Clarksville, Tennessee,
sold for the two weeks ending June
1, 1889, 133 hogsheads as follows:
3 Mids. fine leaf, $1300, 12 00, 1200.
47 hhmds. medium leaf, 14 25 to 600.
:15 Wets. or common mind low leaf,
5 90 to 425.
18 lilide. of good lugs, 4 20 to 3 50.
11 iihds. medium lugs, 3 40 to 2 40.
19 Mids. of common lugs and trash,
2 30 to 100.
For two weeks past our market has
been unexpectedly strong. The
abundant showers of rain all over
the district, giving tipple opportuni-
ty for planting, Brent to have no ef-
fect upon prices; while an increase of
orders from Europe has developed a
healthy demand for all kinds of
goods-especially tine tobacco in
good order, of which, however, there
is very little. Some extra tine wrap-
pers have sold as high as fifteen
dollars.
Beauty Without Paint.
"What makes my skin so dark and muddy?
My cheeks were once so stioxoth tool ruddy!
I use the best cosmetic. intuit.,"
loo what a lovely maiden said.
"That', not the cure, my charming Miss,"
The doctor salci-"rentember ((ii.:
If you your skin would keep from taint.
Discard the powder and the paint.
"The proper thing for all such Ills
Is this," remarked the man (of pills:
"Enrich the blood and make it pure-
In this you'll find the only cure.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery will do this without fall. It
has no equal. all druggists.
Perhaps Tascott and the Cronin
murderer were drowned in the Cone-
rnaugh. No charge is made to the
Chicago police for tide pointer.
PREERRED LOCALS.
I am prepared to repair binder
canvas of all makes and sizes in the
best manner anti promptly. Call on
me up stairs next door to RIO. R.
Green & Co. W. D. LINDSAY.
wlm.
WANTED
To buy 50,000 POUNDS of
WOOL. I will pay the high-
est market price. Don't fail
to see me before selling.
w 1 m. John Mosyon.
NOTICE.
All persons holding claims against
the estate of NV. N. Childress, de-
ceased, are hereby notified to file
them with me properly verified ac-
cording to law within the next thirty
days, or they will be forever barred.
J. N. ilailantEss,
May 11th, 1889.
A DOLLAR MADE
Is
TWO DOLLARS SAVED.
And
Honest John Moayon
Can and will save you money by
selling you Dry Goods, Clothing,
Boots and Shoes for less money than
any other house In town.
WHY ? Because he buys for
Pays no RENT, and if you call at
his Store you will be eonvineed.
JOHN MOAYON,
The Farmers' Friend.
SPECIAL.
150 melts odd coats ranging in priee
from $3.00 to 09.00 each, all thrown
together and will lie sold out in a rush
at $1.90 each. Remember this lot
consists of light and dark colored
worsteds, eassmeres, cheviotts, flan-
nels and frocks and sacks. Sizes
range from 33 to 36, so there will only
be coats to fit men who wear these
numbers. Large men need not apply
as we cannot fit them in this special
lot, but we can accommodate them in
a splendid first-class suit of clothes
at less than one half price. Remem-
ber the place. N. B. v rta'14,
('or. 9th and Main streets. Dinvo in
the bottom.
A NEW SUIT AT COST
A new suit of clothes for everyone
at prime eastern cost to close out my
entire clothing stock quick. Come
along and get pick and choice. The
stock Is still fresh, full and fine.
N. B. SHYER,
('or. ittli and Main streets.
Rodgers is Davie are prepared to
furnish Curbing and Building Stone
Fritz's old stand. Telephoue 143.
dIm.
75 of the Bush stock of fine
hats still on hand at less than
one third their price.
N. B. SHYER.
Goods always
er's fainter.
cheap at N It. Shy-
MILK SHAKE
made from pure Jersey milk,
ice cold, at Wyly (k. Burn ett's
1011 pieces of nice, new style dress
gingham* at Se at N. B. Su YEWS,
('or. Ink and Main streets.
J. W. SLAUGHTER. J. W. MeCULIA0C11.
SLAUGHTER & IrCULLUCH,
Wholesale
LIQUOR DEALERS
No. 200 Main street, at Railroad,
0WENsBOIto, KENTUCKY.
2, 4, Si, 10 and 15 year old Whiskies,
Wines, Cordials,
Prices Furnished on Applittalion,
Goods always shipped by return
train on day ordered.
SLAUtilITER & McCuhEocit,
Oweusboro, Kentucky.
Jno. R. Green & Co., have received
by express one of McCormick H. M.
Co's. Wire Binding Attachments,
which will be opperated near here in
a few days. This Wire Attachment
is interchangeable with any of Mc-
Cormick's many thousand Twine
Binders made since latiti, which puts
all of McCormick's "patrons" in an
independent position against Twine
Trust and other cord monopolies.
Due notice will be given the farming
public when this Attachment will
be operated, and all are invited to
watch the progress and protection of
the McCormick H. M. Co.
ltdw. JNo. R. GREEN &, CO.
Just Arrive d!
At Gormans, The Tailor, the
handsomest and choicest
stock of wooled goods, for
spring and summer wear.
Gentlemen in need of fine,
stylish and well-made suits,
it will be to your interest to
patronize
COR MAN
"The only house in town
where first-class tailoring is
done."
Don't forget the place.
F. T. Gorman's Tailor Parlor.
Over M. D. Kellys Jewelry
Store.
Dr. T. W. FORSHEE,
--SENIOR PHYSICIAN OF THE—
Coffe,3 Medical Institute,
WO Fifth Avenue. Louisville, Ky., will visit
Hopkinsville at the Phcenix Hotel,
Calls & Wallace,
Real Estate,
Collecting and
Insurance Agents.
We will sell at a bargain
the Higgins lot on the west
side of Clay street, wi1i a
2 story brick house upon
it, also 3 improved lots on
the west side or Ow, street
between 10th and 11th
streets, froning 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet. All o" these lots if
not sold privately before the
I1st Monday in July will be
offered at auction at the
court house door to the high-
est bidder.
We want to borrow for a
term of years $2,000 to be
secured by a mortgage on
200 acres of land: location
3 miles west of this city, on
a good pike.
INSUANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, homes
rented and rents collected:
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
6allis & Wallace.
Offiee in rooms lately occu-
pied by post-office.
Hopkinsville- - ByTuesday, Jibe lilt 
ONE DAY ONLY.
from Dam, to 5 p.m., two days ouly, and re-
turn every four weeks.
The Coffee Medical Institute was organised
March 1st. Dna. according to the laws of Ken-
tucky, with 4.100 capital, and with a full
Corps of Special ista.representing every branch
of Medical Surgery. They have since that
thins had I.356 patients applying for treatment.
of that number 480 were turned away as in-
curable. I)( the numher left there hat e been
795 discharged as cured, leaving MU patients
under their treatment
Dr. T. W. Forshee represents the Pepart-
ment of Distoules of Women and Diowanes of
the Ited‘tuno and Bowels. Having many pa-
tients In this section under treatiolent, he has,
at their solicitation decided to make their
•isits, lie treats Newest-to of Wotnen, Fall of
the %Youth, iwrfornos Surgical Operations per-
taining to the Womb mod Ovaries. Dinesaosof
the Rectum, 101es, Fistula, Prolapeus of the
Rectum and Tumors of the Becturn.
HERNIA OR RUPTURE
Cured by • New told Painless Method in ten
days, without the 11144. of trues or knife-guar-
antees* radical cure In every ease.
Deformities, Club Feet. Curvature of the
Spine. Paralysis, and all Brain and Nerve
Troxibles Cured. Remo% 1St, tie from the
Bladder. and curet all Kidney and Bladder
Troodoles.
CATARRH!
Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Now, Thrust and
Lungs', Dysiwpisia. Epilepsy oor Fits cured
Toting men and inioldle-aged men
»offering from Spermatoorrhon and impo-
tency. as the result of aelf-abuse In youth, or
excess in matured years. and other causes,
producing soine o.f the following effeets.
emissions, blotches, debility, nervousness,
dizzineas, confusion of ideas, •versioe to so-
ciety, defective memory and nexual exhaust-
ion. which unfit the victim for business or
marriage, are permanently cured by remedies
not injurious.
Dr. Forshee will say to the physicians of
IlopkinevIlle that any eine of Ruid urn or Fis-
tula, or any Sunrical Operation they may
wish performed. that hymn-nem rally prepared
and they shall be treated with due courtesy.
Consultation Free.
Itemetrober the date and send word to your
sick neighbor-It may may Ids life.
T. 'W. FORSH EE, M. D.,
52) Fifth Ave.. Louisville, Ky.
detAsSw-td
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Th• nitro sad Largest Hotel Is lhe City.
Bales II*.50 to 54.00 11.•r Day,
According to Letation.
Turkish and Russian baths In Hotel.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
811101E7R 1.4Var LECTURES .9198
weekly) begin It July. Ion, •not end lith
ow-pool:ober. Have proved oof tose,-Ist.
to students who design to pursue their stud-ies at this or other Law School; 2nd to those
who propose- to read privately; and 3d, 141
practitioners who have not had the advan-
tage oof systematic instruction. For circular
apply!IS. 0 I-Diversity of Va. to Jou 3 B.
Mixon, Prof. Com and Stat. Lao
Wanted Salesmen. Newest and choicestfruits Best tree. Best terms. Bestoutfit, free. Mo. IgtOtalltnY Co.
Louisiana, Mo,
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Representative.
Wc are authorized to an
FRANK B. RICHARDSON
aa a esinahhite to represent Christian county
In the lower bonne of the next legislature.
Subject too the action of the Democratic
party.
AND.-
RFSTAIJRANT
(riF ST
LOUISVILLE
T. HERNDON. TOM I'. MAJOR.
Herndon & Major,
(Successors to Herndon, Hellions & Co.
Tobacco Saleern.en,
Grange .1 Warehouse,
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
Reepeetfully solicits the patrunagge of farmers and dealers in tobacco
throughout Christian and adjoining counties. Cart•ful and prompt attention
to all business entrusted to us and all orders executed on short notice. We
have the beet and most commodious house in the West, insuring plenty of
room, and this enables us to dispateli business i•roniptly.
ii3C4251-xx cl. cork. SC. WX
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
book Xrepiny. &hart Hand, Toler LOUISVILLE, KY.l• rite /re Cutuiryne and Intl lintr••••514•1111.
W. E. RAGSDA I.E. R. E. COOPER,
Ragsdale, CooOItMper & Co,OF
mcifit;""rt
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - - KENTUCKY
Specie: attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERAL
ADVANCES made on consignments.
W. E. Ragsdale, Salesman. da w-6ni
T. C. HANBERY. M. F. SHRYER.
eople's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE • • KY.
122,eil.reed. Street. Met. Terlt.b. =1evier:1th.
Careful attention given to sampling and seillug all tobacco consigned
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams an
nutters. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed. dew.
-...;AeoNeeweenellwilMINIPIrk 
-ATM*
-Ve. •
40c, " ,, 75c
25 Doz. finest flannel and silk overshirts (an impor-
ters samples) bought at 25 per cent. discount and sold same
way. Men's extra size flannel overshirts numbers 18 to 20.
Men's fine French flannel overshirts (slightly oil-stained
along the seams; will wash out first washing) for $1.25,
usual price $2.50.
The hest 75c unlaundried shirt for
Latest Quotations
Good only as long as the goods last.
Men's good work shirts 25c, usual price 50c
-
flannel shirts
- -
Good, brown drill drawers - - 25c, usual price
Fine bleached drill drawers, elastic ankle, 50c " 46
Scriven's new patent elastic drawer - $1 (X) "
Good suspenders - - 15c "
The celebrated Atwood suspenders - - 40c , "
Good Balbrigen undershirts - - 25c "
French 'Balbriggan undershirts - - 50C "
Finest Lisle undershirts - - $1.00 usual price f1.50
The finest British summer wright half hose 121-c usual
price 25c. •
The best French imperial Lisle half hose 25c usual price 50c
Calico shirt waists 19c " " 30c
Child's Sailor straw hats - - 15c tli rr 35c'
Men's broad brim hickory hats - 10c ,. 15c
.. 6. crease crown straw hat 25c " 40c
" very broad straw hats - 
- 40c " 75c
5 cases mens', boys and children's straw hats just re-
ceived, which were bought at clearing out prices, all the
iatest styles, will be sold at about half price.
nos' fine crease crown fur hats, ventilated,sorneth,ing
new, bought at half price and will be sold same way, at$1.25 value $2.50.
Finest and latest style stiff hats
it
St
It
50c
50c
75c
$1,25
" 25e
75c
50c
75C
5;
411
$3 00 usual price $5 00
" all wool cassimere knee pants 76c " m 1 50
Blue Cotonade pants - 50c '44 75e
Full line of the celebrated John B. Stetson hats just
received,
Mena' war'd. all wool chevoit suits $7 50 usual price $12 50
15 00
15 00
Boys good all wool suits - 5 00 41 11 8 50
Childs' warranted all wool suits - 2 00 " ,, 3 50
4, worsted " 800
fine frock 'I 10 00
TERMS•
11
66
One Price—Cash—Prices marked
in plain figures.
J. H1 Anderson & Co.
GLASS CORNER.
••• 
sl/.yE 20 • • •SAVE
BY BUYING YOUR
• •
Dry Goods, Clothing,
BOOTS AND SHOES
AND
Gent's furnishings
IKE Ll'l )TINE.
He can and will sell you goods cheaper th
y house in town. All goods warranted
resented. Remember the place,
Ike Lipstine,
Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
Excelsior Planingliills
Wagon Factory.
&iglu, Phaetons an Sarrcil.,
We wish to call attention to our immense shock of Buggies. Phaetons and liturrers. W•
hare all the latest styles at orieeno lower than ever offered before. We intend to sell these
at such low prices that everylaely can afford too ride in • buggy.
ROAD CARTS. .•
We have the latest sty les ill 11,40141 Cart.. For comfort and easy riding they have nao
equal. Be sure and cell and oiee.our Carta before you buy.
SURREYS.
Ws call special attention to our new Surrey, It is the handsomest Surrey on I h
market
HARNESS.
titir stock of fine Buggy Harness is complete. We can iolease anyloody and we Intend to
sell. If you want to wave twenty-five per cent, call and are our stock
Dinh; Mower: an Threshers.
We have a full line of the Deer ing Binders and Mowers. The Deering is the stmnsea
horn binder. It has the simplest awl only suecessful knoner, too it is the lignieut d it to
hinder 111 the world.
MOWERS.
our MINI 11,-erIng Mower has higher driving wheels, 21. inch sect ions. Consequently we
eon guarantee them too rum. Iighter than any other mower on the untrket.
THRESHERS AND ENCINES.
We handle the celebrated Advanee Thresher •noi Engine. They have no roue'. He sane
and call ou us If you wish too buy. MI 11.11. RESPECTFULLY,
FORBES & BRO.
•06.
APisma Anrusetr /ma caveats*
gives immeffiale releel. Catarrhal
virus Is mom expelled TOO too a),
Irak and the dimmed aware of the
miner asenthreas is rep/wawa h)
INCV eseretkate.dere is onedi. rine peckage
weerdalas a sufficient quantity for a
Nag treatment_
A Caid in the Moat reitec.11
ea ensilkation of Pio., remetly A..
=T The otanlbrt to Ua gutie thee way Is worth many
Mem Ist atm
lbw a-id prawn to me.
Prfee.feeenut. ttlAs1 to) itrUllAlists
is matt toy mail
IL T. H  AA, Worrrii. h.
11111• Illemlimelffeweteme
To es sow •••• latish
mole a MI pone tor
perm •er areastes
toe rode Irmo pao ra
ern. es ler solo- a teem r ass
Is seek lemarybo very
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als• smd f'••••  sessidete
tar Mem gray nod aratrabia an
lassara re or •ra
or arra eal or& to tear wee
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rwaseseli oiral Mawr soot woo
VIA grata arefalea to
si peora
asoliOso Ass .
re as a red b. Moe
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boot 640•4•0•Aos iriown loos obi. maw to A now ossi
roes *OA Is boo se o so••••••••••• Is. read. Sod the
biro noteof weeks .1555 us..w emit Assillasse •■•••1466.
VACa a tria.. Atha lea. Atraesse. as-4m«
ot pure extraet from the yellow pine of thes
Cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Toothibeho, Earache, Sprains, Swelling. Ring-
worms, Trostbitee, Skin /Implies*, all Throat
ami Cheat Affeetiona, etc 
' 
and • great relief
to emeaumptives. If used accordiag to direc-
tions sad fails to gir• satnifactlon after a suf-
Orient testis made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Prire 50 math For sale by
Wyly a Burnett, th. K. Gaither, H. B. Garner,
itueknot Leaven and R.. E. Christian, Hop-
Muni)* try.
Al wholesale by Berry, Demoville & Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufasitured only by
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WINO Mc balm oisliAL usso booms a_.-. pospons IVO*
000 IMMO 011 ••• ba er a. un Weer
4.4 Ss V. on sal messaa. mine. Ha moire
Ileadissase ode Come Max glib Partamist. Madam
Cement. sad Trade-Marks obtained. and all Pat.
cat barber medalled r M t trees
Zr°erica i• Ca•so•rra U S 
•ITAAT
we ma mare patent in law time thaa those
AMON ken WIlailtyyloa.
MIMI Model drawing or pilot° with deecrip-
r...W. advise, if patentable or not, 
free of
• Our es sot des till patent is relared.
A Poneetottre, 'How to Obtain PaLsellffi"
IMMO OE artaal drat& in your btaht, meaty, or
Ilswit, mat free memo,
C. A.SNOW &CO.
011eh Panne' Ofinalis MMIlliiithessa. O. G.
Jean TALMO JOSS FILASD, JR..
TEC DIMS,
Attorneys at Law,
Practice In all the marts of the Cosmos-
vessitla,ui• CoiIsfApeaIs and the
United States t ou rt.
Office over Petree A Downer's.
We have fitted up room No 105
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, aud How have one of the tines
stocks of new style furniture ever
handled in this city. We handle all
grades from the best to the cheapest.
We are making a specialty of Flue
Bed-room and l'arlor sets, Setae,
Lout.ges, l7pholatered chairs, Bool(-
eases, Hat Racks, Sideboards, Falicy
Plush and Vilhsw Rockers. We also
have a full line of New Wardrobes,
Dining Chairs, Bedsteade, Cradles,
Centre tables, Mattresses, Safes and
everything carried in a large whole-
sale aed retail house. We cannot ex-
pect to walk right kilt:eel' nil-
we offer wale extr$ cement.
SO MAE will say tet tote ail all, come
OSAtiliAle one
We will sell you the best quality of
goods for lees money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or a.zy other large city. We will
not allow
to interfere if we can please you in
our goods. Allow us to offer many
thanks for your part patrouage,which
we have enjoyed. %X e will do our
best to merit a continuance of the
same.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
and METALIC
COFFINS
and CASKETS,
And can furnish them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr. A. W.
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
atteud to all funerals entrusted to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
I h• ioutheru 'nun+. Line through the
VIRCINIA
Western Seaboard
Cities.
lull's Pills
Thedyspeptic, the richilitOlited. wheth.
w r frolic caseas of work of 
mind or
body, drink or exposure In
Malarial Regions,
etill find Fates Pills the moat genial
restorative e C r of fermi the Noir ering
1114% Alit'.
Try Them Fairly.
A ciIC4erOis nosily. 1111re blood. 
%trotter
es._trv eft anti acisewrful mind will result.
BOLD EVERYWHERE.
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEAMERS. LOW 
RATES.
tour Tinos per Week Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
U'.. trld Lake
Huron W•7 Ports.
Ivory Woes Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
6pAls6 Sends) Teps ilsoin, hoot Jelv, •Itirsis sad Sopa
Double Dolly Lane Iliotareana
CHICAGO AND $T. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUP I Li-Laval Avan—Pa re PM LXTS
Mn sad Zaouraton ?rhea will be 
funtlehad
by year Ttekoc •rens, err aridreur
E B WHITCOMB. G. P. A , 
Dtrater ktua ,
Illettrott and Cleveland *team 
May. tha
DETECTIVE
NV.tnt. •. t• sr! ander
ieatrue! toe. 10 out secret •er Ore. r xile,.ttr. sot
sorao,r. 'I arr...--u I Polo, • I ••
ptport-: if. nU/1 5.- -estate -ts . • • • . tt.
heals ert..tel_ eh' I., ;whom - to
erestiftt, ; -11.1 - a - 04.
frt.-- • - •-•
,FOR MEN ONLY!
IE"DiPOSTIVE-retI!„etaso ERVOS DN  
CuRIVI Weakness of Body and KIM. sets-K4 of Error or Excesses se Old orwa
loilines. IWO. 11144011400 falls Roswell. He. so Ks
atretotilsen A Klai ll'11011/ ELaltrita 014464a a 1. I, irrsor •
Stissolutelv ...falling 11011111 flat  Resefits la a day.
Mee Sestilfy foam 41 611SoSsa, Tetelftetrieo mod Fere*. lonstAsia,
V..... write Aeon. Illosa, SIP.. plissusAmo, nod pow& snalita
moron tree. relvew UR Wheal CI., 111IfAle, IC.
Drunkenness
Or the Liquor Habit, Positively Cured
47 AIIIINIS1t111111 H. MIMS' MIME grime.
a can be given Is a cup of nesse lac er is it.
:Mos of food. without the knowledge of the per-
son taking It; it Is abolointely tunnies* and will
effect a permanent &ma speedy care, whether
the patient is a moderate drinker or an alcoholic
crock. IT NEVER FAILS, we GUtRANT5S
I eoteggete core in every instance. page
F
drir Adess fidcIn conene,
SPEW iC CO..I$6 lacu St.. einciasse.)
AL ..1 
,re V: WI a few
tuen to well our
g'axlel,, eatople
,.. the %hole•
_.'f-alt
awl 1 cLall II i •t l's slit the
utantiforttitto, I .. e Ettc:o-e two.
cent eta MP % I ' WAGESpeetion. NO :qt. I. 
'i el
postot ear ia. M ...
.for wst•. : .1 s . • . •fze ),„,  0 0cad.... .....,,,..—„, ,..,.) .
" Ctnc•nmet O.,. PER DAY.
1E33/09VIEC7/02:
Female College
The fall term will open August 27, IMPS, with
ofull faculty.. sieeciaLeace to paella des' riiig
n eater the elasees In Elocution, Music, Art,
And Modern Languages. Cull ut Collette or
ikidreus I. W. RUST,
Hopetasvuts Kr,
Direct :Soute E.,..asym...a • vsnans.com 'MILT rag* DV-.•••••
The MOM 1Milaglit Ohimeliga
;
io Memphis, .871'32.i4Otripta T 4‘. 4r'' '4; 'Jr; 101::110.
LP NASH Clerk.
11111 leave iveastoile f Laittialion daily
excerpt St;,ad ay. t o'clock,a to , &Ida' acre
memeetieur with the 0.. R. AIN. R.*.
34taaraiaa. tests tdiartelias daily at p.
w.. Sunday executed. aed tweashoto at Ppm..
ex YIPS c A10.
•Lester,* Eviuniville 111. PEW)
cat*, Let we. 0 sbnro . 
a, sharp
&go_ fair rated tripoli sesary, tau sel
tegresashi.for •tor pitrekasai by thesteward.
it,.rdS18dYI)Elt;
JQLIN 0. ltUtiT °JAMMED.
Beautiful and Impressive Serviees at
the Baptist Church.
The services attendant upon the or-
dination of Rev. John 0. Rust at the
Baptist church Sunday morning were
conducted in the presence of a large
congregation. A congregation com-
posed of the people who have known
the young candidate from boyhood,
who appreciate his ,ubIllty, his sin-
cerity and glory in his manhood and
the coumecration of his young heart
to Ood and his holy word.
The ordination sermon was preach-
ed by Rev. F. H. Kerfoot, of the
Southern ilaptiet Theolgleal Semin-
agy, from tee let Corinthane, 13th
!limiter, jot verse: "Though I speak
With Olt bruguee of nien and of an-
gels and have not charity, I am be-
conic as sounding brass or tinkering
cymbal." Accepting the new ver-
Mon he substituted "loves" for chari-
ty and made this the theme of his
able and logical discourse. "Love,"
he said, "its more a principle than a
pension," and proceeding on this
idea he supported the assertion with
a careful analysis, separating love
entirely from the emotions born of
impulse, excitement or enthusiasm.
In strong, vigorous language he ap-
plied his conclusions to Christian life
and its duties.
At the conclusion of his discourse
Rev. J. N. Prestridge delivered the
charge to the young minister, Who
was then presented with the scrip-
ture by the Rev. Meacham. Rev. H.
P. Forgy then made a beautiful and
appropriate prayer after which the
looleuiu and impressive cereliony of
the ordination was administered.
Dr. Hawthorne then, ha his ear-
note and impressive tuanner, deliv-
ered the charge to the churefi. After
the doxology the young mluister,
with a voice full of tendernella and
diemissed time congregation.
In.. Italie mai Ark, As gone ism Cs agar*
When she wm a Child, tie cried fee Cashew
When ati• Lerma* Woe, see Mang to Caatoria.
Whoa am ish • save them Omura&
Macedonia Notes.
Mr. K. K Benton, who has been
attending school at Bowling Green
for some time, has returned home.
Mr. W. J. Fuller is refitting up his
barn notwithstanding the scarcity of
tobacco plants
The bridge across Tradirwater at
McKnight's Mill fell In; fortunately
no one was hurt.
Mr. J. W. MeCarroll and family,
of Lyon county, paid Ur a flying visit
last week.
A large crowd is sspeeted at
Wood,s (*lisW the *room! Sunday
in Julie, it ,istg quarterly poorer-
Klee. Dinner will be served on the
ground.
1114
• A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
tune home one evening, feeling a pe-
uliar tightness in the chest. Before
l'etlring, he tried to draw- a long
breath but found it almost impossible.
He suffered four days from pneumo-
nia, and the doctors gave him up. Dr.
Acker's English remedy for consump-
tion saved him and he is well to-day.
Sold by is. a. tiirner, druggist.
rear bewiepo“, lase Durham, a
reepectable eltisen, wee crushed te
death by *saw log rolling aver him.
Ile with & number of Obese were
rafting some logs, and in polling
thew down a bluff he was caught by
one. '
IVIE eitn AT I ME CIO 14e .
ESTABLISHED :1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TM= PrI.A.1•TO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and Kurtzmann Pianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
1 5
Those who- contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take plep,sure in calling upon all
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Bz. SMITH NIXON.
^s( 1
What the New York Morning Jour-
nal Has to Say About OurCity.
Our Many Advantages Piaeed Before
the Peepie fir the Kast--Wity
People Moonlit IL' • Here.
The New York Morning Journal,
which has a large circulation through-
out the east, line this to say about
Hopkinsville:
While this specially attractive of
Kentueky's many industrial belles
may need an introduction to the peo-
ple and vapitalists of the east, her
charms iirontlee soon to fascinate
many and add happittees and wealth
to those who may permit thenimelves
to become attrartetl.
llopkintivIlle IS the county seat of
Chastian county and situated near
the centre of the county on the
& Nashville railroad. Desiring
terminal facilities, the county has
voted $110,000 to the Ohio Valley rail-
road, running front Evansville, lud.,
via. Hopkinsville to Florence, Ala.,
which assures manufacturers low-
est freight rates and abundant mark-
ets for their products.
Without a boom Hopkinsvitie has
steadily grown to a city of 12,000 peo-
ple, au increase of 100 per cent shier
1880. It has the right to the claim of
being one of the healthiest cities In
the union, the annual death-rate
since 1881 being only 11 to each 1,(X)0
population.
Its industries heretofore have been
mainly confined to tobacco, and it
has now six large warehouses. The
sales aggregate 12,000 to 15,000 hogs-
heads annually and are increasing
heavily every year. It has also two
large stemmeries, besides another
large warehouse now being built by
Eastern capital. A line tobacco ex-
change is going to be erected this
yrade.earto properly accommodate thet
With the development of the coun-
try, however, other industries will
likely soon develop and possibly su-
persede tobacco, and the inexhausti-
ble And superior coal and iron depos-
its within thirty mInutes of the city,
coupled with the tomtits of oak,
poplar, hickory, walnut, etc., offer
the finest opportunities for the profi-
table investment, of capital in all
kin& of manufacturing enterprises.
(food clay for pottery abounds in this
vicinity, and the prediction appears
fully warranted that the smoke of
furnaces will soon supplant the melo-
dious voices of the tobacco ware-
The griculturtet also finds abun-
dant opportunities here. The lands
are well supplied with water, Rini
offer maxiinum returns of corn,
wheat, tobacco, red clover, orchard
grass and timothy. The county now
produees front 10,000 to 12,000 hope
heads of dark tobacco, besides 500,000
to $00,000 bushels of choice wheat.
Cattle also do spieutildly. Farm
lands are obtainable at front 112.50 to
00 per acre, according to quality, lo-
cation and Improvements.
Owing to the equable climate pre-
vailing here, and great fertility it the
soil, theweet of itviegi. very
Hopk insv i Bee present in an u fne-
tures consist of two large patent roller
the largest planing mill fuel
lumber yard in weeteru Kentneky,
foundry and machine shop, tobacco
factory, two printing offices, gateau-
ized iron works; lime works, two
hrich yards, an ice factory, etc.
UN retail trade is fully up to the
demand, agpieultural implements
sellingto the amount of e1,500,000
N 
annually,
iletere are some staunch bank-
ing establishments, Hopkiusville of-
ere a splendid chatice to a new na-
tional bank %OLIO would be satisfied
to loan money at ti to 7 per cent. on
gilt-edge security. The deposits for
jklift, divided among fourhanks, ag-
gregated $810,1100.
The religions and educational fa-
ditties of the eitynre on a par with
cities several times the population,
and no parent will here feel the want
of either of time important factors.
The pity tee rate for iisti9 is 11,65 on
$100, with manufactories exempt for
five years.
Hopkinsville is metropolitan In
every respect, has thirteen and one-
half miles of well paved streets, tele-
photo, gape steam tire department,
flue tdunithiftMse, as oleo drivlug park
and the solid, -.sometimes palatial,
burl twee bleeke bespeak the prosperi-
ty of the city. -
Much credit for the more rapid tie-
r'ilontbent of the town is due to the
eonimercial dab of that city, ably
presided over by Mr, E. B. Bassett,
president, the embodiment of far-
sightedness, liberal ideas and pluck.
There 16 not a movement inaugurated
tending to beuefit this Lily which
falls to Ilud an ardent eimearsion in
this useful end active organization,
whieh is at all attire ready to furnish
full and reliable information regard-
lug this thrifty town.
The Ceiliversta Ye/dint or the People
Who have used (larke's Extract of
Flax ;Papillon) Skin t'ure award it
the first and highest place as a reme-
dial agent in all eases of Skin Diseases,
Erysipelait,Eezetua,Piniples, unsight-
ly bilotehee, humiliating eruptions,
B04, Carbuneles, Tetter. etc., all
yiel4 to thie wonderful preparation at
oncel Price MOO for a large bottle at
11. * Garner's drug *tore.
Clarke's Flax Soap is good for the
Skin. Try it. Price 25 cents.
A Privilege hung Visquestkmed At.
lacked tu cateenden County.
Something unique In the way of a
suit Tor damages has been tiled In the
Crittenden circuit court, says the
Webster Sentinel. Some time since
John Horning was in Shady timer
and complained of having a bad cold,
and his physician informed hint that
It was possible he might be taking
the measles, which proved to be a fact.
During the day Frank O'Neal met
Horning and contracted a came of
measles. Now O'Neal weer Horning
for $590 damages. Qa.Neal baaes his
suit upon WO fact Oat Horning was
warned of his illness by his physician
end should have left MWO, thus
avoiding the danger of giving the
disease to others.'a
Murder err eleteiner
Meek eseitesmint was unwed at
Elizabethtown Platurday by nie death
of young Mrs. Showers. She and her
husband were in their room at the
hotel, and one of the guests hearing
a pistol shot in that direction run up.
Young Showers met hint at the door
and requested that he send his
'Showers') mother up as something
had happened. On her arrival it was
found that young Mrs. Showers was
dead, with a bullet in her brain.
Whether her husband shot her or she
committed suield le not known.
They had been married but four
Mouths, and he was jealous of her 
_ 
.
r_e
•
yin; a cold then EsIfeengie then
eonsumption, then death. "I took
Dr. Acker's English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to coug_kh and r believe it Keyed my
life."—WALTER N. WALLACE, Waeli-
ington. Sold by II. B. Garner, drug-
gist.
During a storm' the other day in
Ohio county the wind blew a tree
morose a stage containing five pro-
people. The vehicle was overturned,
a. mule badly injured, but the people
Four Thousand 'funs of Rich Material
tirmrii)ed at the !slaughter
House Annually.
In reply to inquiries recently ad-
dressed to Min by the secretary of the
Hopkinsville Commercial club, Mi.
V. M. efetealfe states /several value-
late facts in reference to the manu-
facture of fertilizers at this point
worthy the attention of persons inter-
eeted in entafilishing It profitable and
growing industry.
Ills stated on the authority of Pro-
fessor Scovell, of Lexington Agricult-
ural college, that the eoneemption of
commereial ft rtilizer in Kentucky
has grown in a little more than ten
years from Kino worth to more than
arees,Oiss. Last year more than $40,000,-
000 worth was used in the Cnited
States anti a large quantity exported.
Mr. Metcalfe states that there is
enough refuse from our slaughter
houses thrown away to Manufacture
four thousand tons of fertilizers of
first quality annually. The value of
this product at $3.5 iwr ton would be
$140,000. Besides this sou ree of
supply inexhaustible quantities of
marl anti other 'useful 'latterly, could
be obtained from the earth to increase
the product. The slag of iron and
steel works affords a rieh supply of
phosphates. Hopkinsville is ad-
mirably located for obtaining mate-
rials for making commercial fertil-
izers. All that is wanting for the
complete suceess of such manufac-
tories is cheap freights.
In the vicinage of Charleston there
are seventeen large mills, with a
capital of more than $.5,000,000 for
grinding of tile phosphate rocks
which are quarried there. In Balti-
more there are sixty fertilizer facto-
ries operated profitably with large
capital. With the opening of new
trade channels Hopkineville, the
queen city of a great faruting terri-
tory, will find immense profit in this
Important and growing industry.
There is more (7aterrli in this see-
tion of the country titan all other
diseasea put together, and until the
last few years was supposed to be in-
curable. For a great many years
Doctors pronounced it a local disease,
and prescribed hut-al rensedies, and
by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment' pronounced it in-
curable. Science has proven ca-
tarrh to be a constitutional disease,
and therefore requires eonstitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only consti-
tutional cure on the market. It
taken internally in dories from 10
drops to p teaspoonful. it acts di-
rectly upon the blood mei nouns
surface of the system. They oftisr
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for elreulare and
teetimoniale. Address, F. J. CHF-
NEY CO., Toledo, 0. ital`Sold
by Druggists, 75c.
TheCity and County to Build One in
Conjunct Ion.
Pursuant to the law authorizing
the county court and the council or
board of trustees of the city to con-
tract for the joint use of a work
house there was a special meeting of
the: city council Monday to draw
up a proposition to submit to the
county court looking to the estab-
lishment of a workhouse to be opera-
ted jointly by the city and county.
lfr. Campbell in behalf of the city
submitted the proposition which in
substance is as follows: The county
court is to make an appropriation
sufficient to purchase the grounds
which have been selected for the site of
tile proposed building. The county
I. to have the management of the in-
stitution, to appoint the superintend-
ent and eueh other officers as may be
necessary for its succeseful operation
• The city of Hopkinsville, paying as
it does a large per cent of the taxes
from which the appropriation Is
made Is to pay the same proportion of
the amount neoestsary for the build-
ing and operation qf work house.
After considerable discussion and ar-
gument tile proposition was unani-
mously accepted and a committee
composed of Messrs. Davie, 'Warfield
and Myers appointed by the judge on
behalf of the county to draw up the
eoutract. • On motion, the county
judge and the county attorney were
added to this committee.
Wele0Me Iti His Old 4ge It
jairs•nze shovers,
lorenae Siebert at 41:1 Summit st„
is one of two persons who drew one-
twentieth of the ticket No 10,43:1 in
tile March drawing of the Louisiana
State Lottery„N reporter for the
Blade Called on hint and asked hilni
to tell about it. "We are all poor
men, anal I tell you there were three
happy old men when we learned
that we hail 14,1100 to divide up. We
got the mouey In a few daye, through
the express eotupany, ad I have
put mine out at interest, to have
something in my old age." Mr. Sie-
bert is about GO years old, his part-
ner, a  • isile-uged Hutu, anti Mr.
Haas is SC—Toledo
April 9.
_ _______-
THE JittI Sit.
Their Aggregate Weight A pls to
1,01:11-'4 round,.
The following named gvutlemen
good' naturedly submitted their 'e'en-
cabs" frames to the test of" the scales
this morning awl below we give the
results:
Bell Rawlins, AllensvIlle,•
A. I). Bellow, Owensboro, L040
JIM. Young, HopkiusvIlle, tei
Wm, T. Bedford, "
John W. Hester, 61 _250
C. Wills, Kentuehyt 242
Total 
Making an average of teis 4-6 lbs.
each. It is not necessary to say that
they are all steuekians iii mod-
erately good healtli.
Progress.
It is very Important in this age of
east material progress that a remedy
he pleasing to the last and to the eye,
easily taken, aceeptable to the
etomach, and healthy in its nature
and effects. Possessing them qual-
ities, Syrup of Figs is the one perfect
'laxative and most gentle diuretic
nown•
Charged Wish Murder.
Loutes, tees:, June 4.—At Owens-
vine, Ky., the inquiry into the ase;ts-
sination of John B. Davidson, a week
ago, has resulted in the iseuanee of a
warrant for his brolher-in-law, Geo,
P. Green. Davidson stated to those
who found lain dying by the roadside
that Green had Nat him. Green is
an ex-sheriff and Wars a good char-
acter.
Heavily Wieeal.
In the Todd circuit court, just ad-
journed at .Elkton, Joe Linebaugh, of
Guthrie, was fined $4,375 for viola-
te:en of the prohibition law, and is
lit fail at Elkton.
By Its mild, soothing and healing
iiropertiee, Dr. liege's Ciaterrit Reme-
dy cures the worst tourer, of nasal
catarrh, also "cold in the head,"
eoryza, anti eatarrhal headaches. 50
cents, 1 y druggists.
"I have had pleasure enough," said
John Ounter, of Pine Island, Teun.,
and then committed suicide. He is
now, doubtless, perfectly willing to
acknowledge to trouble enough.
The Eighty-Fourth Birthday of Rev.
Thomas Bottontaly Celebrated.
The Rev. Thomas Bettontly, a
household name to the Methodists
of Kentucky, known and loved by
Christian people of all denonalim-
Hens, celebrated his eighty-fourth
birthday at his son-lie-law's, Mr. F.
J. Brownell, on Saturday last. He
was born in England, June 2nd, 1805,
began to preach in lttiV, came to
America In 1827, and in HOU to Ken-
tucky. He has six children, three of
whom were present—Mrs. Morton,
Mrs. Brownell and Nev. E. W. BM-
tomly, of Henderson. During the
day telegrams stud letters of ornignit-
Oat'  with presents from the ab-
sent loved 0111:5 were received.
Amougthe invited guests were (loo.
0. Thompson, tamis Templeton, K.
Twymaii, Judge Pet ree, B. T. Cutler-
wood, Prof. .1. XV. Runt and the Revs.
Messrs Nouree, Biddle, Ingham,
Prestridge, Venable, Lewis, Craw-
ford, McDonald, and E. W. Bottom-
Ty. Rev. Dr. J. B. Hawthorne, tif
Atlanta, and Rev. John 0. Ruist
called and paid their respects to the
venerable minister.
Plates were laid for sixteen. The
dining was stouptoust and the occa-
sion proved a benefaction to all. 'fro.
Bottemly presided at the table and
cheered the hearts of all with his
timely humor and wit. Long may
he live to witness the return of his
natal day was the wish of all. His
accomplished daughters added grace
awl diknity to the occasion which
will be long remembered by the hon-
ored visitors. .
The peculiar purifying and build-
ing up powers of Hood's Sarsaparilla
make it the very best medicine to take
at tills season.
Melted by a Horse—Cow Killed by
Light eting—Trusteee
Personals.
Taylor Williams was badly hurt by
a kick from a horse the other day.
He was in the stable at the time mad
the animal kick him on the leg.
Mr. Ben Harnett, of Todd county,
and Miss Maggie Mitchell, of your
city, were the geese.' of Mr. J. .
Johnson yesterday.
Miss Helen Yancey, of your cite
spent Saturday end Sonday with is
brother, C. T. Yancey.
Mrs. Fruit had a flue cow killed by
lightning last week.
Messrs., Lee Johneou and L. it.
Davis, of Hopkinsville, spent Stnelet
at 'Squire C. T. Yaneey's.
The school trustees eleeted Satur-
day were Dock Mitchell, chairman,
Jas. Stuart and Jas. G. Yancey.
A Surprised Jolter.
A laughable but rather embarrassing
CCLSC of mistaken identity occurred the
other day in one of Boston's largest
retail storm. A gentleman who is ti
little too fond of joking entered the
store for the purpose of meeting his
wife at a certain counter. Sure
enough, there stood a lady dressed,
to Ins eye at least, just like the woman
he was after.
-Her beck was turned and no one
was near her; so he quietly apt
preached, took her by the arms and
said, in a voice of simulated severity:
"Well, here you are, spending my
inotivy as usual ehr '
The face turned quickly toward hhn
was not his wife's; it was that of an
acrid, angry, keen eyed woman of
abouton o5Of elears v',erybo(wih attractedyo inota  t attpa of t ettii e-
*Oro by saving, in a loud, shrill voice:
"No, I ain't spending your money
nor no other man's money, and I'll"—
"I beg your pardon, madam," cried
ty!oleuexovielrefusedwifege, aninidv"ins411 I 
supposed
—"
"Well, I just ain't your wife, nor
no other man's wife, thank fortune, to
he Otwed at, every time I buy a yard
or ,,as br.Ibtx)ettr: I.Itypf_ty your wife if you go
rouud shakinii her like you did me. it
I 
The chagrimed joker waited to bear
no more, but made his way out of the
shop an lid the titters and sly chuckles
ttf those who hart-aritrresseil his con-
fusion. —Youth's Corn pit nion.
Fintentee Is '4,,r' .4.
Several hundred tweole were massed
all of ymterday in the ventral court of
040 city hall craning their necks and
straining their eyes to see what the
small boys were trying to point out.
And when it caught their eyes what was
it? On Otte of the white marble stones
ill the wall near the southeast corner
was a minute picture of amide female
traced in the natural veining of the
stone. The fig-are was standing up-
right, with arms stretched aloft and
hair streaming down the back, very
lifelike and quite artistic. There was
no little discussion of how the sketch
got there. Some were inclined to lay
tmv hlante on one of those wicked
street crabs who had failed to catch
the spirit of Anthony Conistocklis
teachings. But it. was uuture that did
the work, and therethosieuder feu,/ale
will stand as Ion'.' us duce the city
ball, mac's the shl of marble shall
be removed or a coat of whitewash
covers it. But it gave the groups of
idlers lots of wonderment yesterday.
Meu, women and children waited
until their eyes had caught, the curl-
mei figure, and then they passed ou
to let others get A sight and go in
peace. Other lifelike figuresaro t
lit tho marble of the city hall, :rai: 311
the curious get. to work there is ma-
terial for An art gallery.—Philadelphie
Record.
An Extraordinary Dream.
A girl at Hackney, aged 19, with
iter two brothers and a younger Pieter,
was left in charge of the house while
their parents attended4 funeral in the
country. In the evening the girl's
sweetheart called. As sho was alffrrned
ut noises which she fancied she heard,
ho guyed at thohoum all night to res
assure her. During the mmiht lae
dreamed he saw the girl walk past
him, beckoning him to follow. He
awoke, isnd becoming alarmed went
into the passage. Hawing dressed ho
went to the door of the girl's room
and knocked. Receiving no answer
he then awoke the others. On the bed-
room door being opened the girl was
found lying on the floor with blood
issuing front her mouth. From a doc-
tor's examination it would seem that
the girl died at about the time that,
her sweetheart dreamed she beckoned
him.—Pall Mall Gazette.
Jr goes against the grain to ise,
knowledge that Proctor Knott is an
Inferior horse, but his defeat at La-
tonia aimed warrants it, coining in
last, as he did, in a field of three.
However, we refuse to displace him
in our affection till after he has been
beaten in the Chicago derby.
lids well known Tonic sod Nerefne is gaining
Er reputation as &cunt for Debility, Dyspep-,t and NERVOUS disorders. It relieves allsign id and debilitated condition, of the sys-
tem ; waterwheel; the intellect, and bodily functions;
blind. up wore out Nerves t aids digest Ion • re-
Sores Innrired Cr Ion Vitality, and brings beck
youthful strength sod vicar. It is toccata to the
tame. end wood rernlitrly Hoer the System agaloM
ihedeprentag itiauence of Malaria.
keles-151.00 per Dottie of 24 ounces.
For Sale by I. B. Garner, Hop-
Ititievillv. 43%
SAYRE FEMALE!!AUGII,!!T.I, se e•ct warding and Imy nebtoil for young
incarporated In For t eat y year" under thee
charge of Llao present Prineiptl. miergarten,
Primary, Academic and "'I ''gate Depart ;nettle.
Art, Mottle, Noderia Languages, and full I
ate t'oaree. re-Fleet sr Mein tef an*Ventilation. Large itnititoOlalot his I Id Ingo,. it
superior apparatus for class Instruction. Nunther
of te,ardere limited to thirty-sit . For catalogue
/apply to IL IL.1111.01.'LELL.ILX,
The Best in the World!
THE WALTER A. WOOD REAPERS
Took the rind prize al the Interactional Ex powillon. it.ir-o-1,nstt. l'41146111, at tile V trginlaExposition Rich I , ut the eiponielt Eipto•Ithrti, winrar.eau; sod shoo b oftore the. gold medal at the' grand government fit-lti Irlul. is Fruiter It nd Tunis.
E‘ery• NI/whine i. perfeetly etinitrueleO a lot "1 tit.- lIttrItt et tomtit . Cull onus orlon* youWry A reaper or niower and ettliefy your...if tor It. cif title gnat Hat,. ester. We shoohandle
Russell & Co's Steam Threshers and Traction Engines.
at the head In all purl oeulars. le. I., ,lol "lir r..11111.4, isv andnight, to ILI I opts re stud ma smolles of all kinds Rot 'our 141snottliesory. we are Arent.
regulates mesh perfeetly In call kl relit of weather, and d... • 1.,d 11....1 tarty e hie N Anew, g‘s• -entitle Moils or lea'ere, A PIKICH INS WINO MILL. isb“-l• sill anyordinary foam with plenty water fest ssU Its.- emotions yortsces, atprlee is Within; ttw reach Ad SR, Islict It IA tulaopettattOr h. the wide-
awake farmer. ('till i.e 11•1 b“).•
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PISH BR .omtzsddea..."rrtt.r",.vthulu'e.1.trm inu •=Lrj. . , 
For 30 13 rty- •
We will sell during the next 30 days 10,000
rolls of
White Bark Wall Paper,
At 6 and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers, These goods are full
engt b.,
Patterns of 1888 p 1889 Samples free on
application.
A. Paint Co,,
Cor Fist and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind
T. It if AN(h.Ce. C. R. ff./AA-Utah. J. T Elow i lit IAA. W.I. FAROE
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
—PROPRIETORS.—
GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
Teraan__
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT
R. HACNOCK, Salesman. W. J. ELY Book—Keeper.
Manufactured by use essaotto wooer: (1)., ow erettetoto, V
• For du rald111 y, elegant appearance and light !WAS of drat the oeenebero farm wagon•
earth and limes intone ho S'qtnil. They are the lightest running Wagons In the world. They
are musty of dig beast Alraetweetneel timber In tile country. Every peruns of the wood work le
mad. watenwtsif by tithrotigh I y seta rating !limped till Every portion Is thorough-
ly ironed an4 *batters are double bruited Wave Iron, being %nest more 'than on any other
wagon tni the market. Tios bodies are made of the beet clear, austented luniLier coil braced
and palsied, bottoms are tongued and rrooved and will head small grain In hulk. All well
guaranteed For catalogue sod pricer address, sow Ebtalitt 'Ho WAtiON,
OW ENS bult0, ICY
DAVID CAN8LBI1
Cooper & Cansler,
LIVERY, luil6 '116 SALE STABLE,
1•Talisort, X". W.=i3.1.52s.e3r.
formerly of NKILSON & JILSUP. Late of DARN IA & licsu
Tobacco and Grail Commission Itterchallts
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We givt• rwriierial ttentlon to Inspection and Sale of every Hogshead of
CO consigned to us.
Liberal advaneement made on Toil:tem in store. All Tobacco insured at
cost of owner unless written instruetione to the contrary.
